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PART ONE
LISTENING, READING AND RESPONDING
Three sections have been set for each chapter of the book, Pop-In
Jay Pomp. These sections will assist both teacher and learners to
understand and appreciate the story.
The sections are as follows:
A. Vocabulary in Context
A list of definitions for words in context will help the teacher and learners
to understand and appreciate the story.
B. Literary and Poetic Language
Learners will be able to understand literary and poetic language with
elements such as figures of speech.
C. Reading strategy
Learners will be able to improve their reading comprehension. They will
be able to listen to, read and view information for enjoyment. They will
have the confidence to ask and answer questions, responding
appropriately and critically to the aesthetic and emotional values in the
text, and evaluate the storytelling technique and performance.
Learners will be able to listen to or read the story and learn to identify
purpose, audience and context; infer meaning; explain and assess point
of view, while offering alternative points of view; and demonstrate an
understanding of character, plot, setting and narrator.
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter One: The Petty Bourgeois
A. Vocabulary in Context
x

pop-in jay

a vain person who dresses in loud colours

x

pomp

a dignified or magnificent display

x

comport

to conduct or behave in a particular manner

x

proportion

a part considered in relation to a whole

x

flanked

to put something on each side

x

petty bourgeois

social-class (shopkeepers and professionals)

x

picturesque

suitable for a picture; pretty as a picture

x

piazza

a public square with room for pedestrians

x

placid

free from disturbance; taking life easy

x

fluttering

to vibrate in irregular spasms

x

flivver

a small, cheap and usually old motorcar

x

molasses

thick dark syrup

x

strutted

to walk with a pompous and proud air / attitude

x

flecked

having a pattern of spots

x

sated

fed beyond capacity or desire

x

array

an impressive display

x

petit four

small (individual) frosted and ornamented cake

x

patisserie

a bakery specializing in French pastry

x

quaint

attractively old-fashioned

x

ravenously

in the manner of being very hungry

x

belched

to burp; expel wind

x

feign

to pretend; make believe, intending to deceive

x

pasty-faced

looking ill or pale

x

tic-tac-toe

a game of noughts and crosses

x

sluggishly

slowly and apathetically; with little movement

x

exiguous

extremely scanty; very little (esp. of food)

x

insufficient

a quantity that doesn’t fulfill a need; not enough

x

suffice

be sufficient; enough; adequate

x

immensely

to a great extent or degree

x

momentarily

for an instant or moment
4

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Alliteration
Alliteration is the repetition of consonants. When two or more
words begin with the same consonant or sound, it is alliteration.
Example: ‘Driving down the street flanked with tall trees he
spotted the Petty Bourgeois, which was nicely nestled on a
picturesque piazza. Beautiful palm trees planted in a pattern of
square beds provided a placid and shady atmosphere for
shoppers.’
Throughout the paragraph the repetition of the ‘s’ letter or sound is
also clearly heard.
2. Symbolism
The Sycamore tree is symbolic for ‘curiosity’ or ‘renewal’.
As you read Pop-In Jay Pomp, see if you can identify any
characters that are curious or experiencing a sense of renewal in
their lives (perhaps after a disappointment).
C: Reading Strategy
1. Why does Pop-In Jay Pomp find Comport to be ‘positively peculiar
for a town of such proportion’? Explain your answer. (2)
2. Is Pop-In Jay Pomp a wealthy man? Find proof of this in the first
chapter and write it down to support your answer. (1)
3. How would you describe the journey that Pop-In Jay has
undertaken? Quote from the first chapter to prove your answer. (2)
4. Describe the following characters in your own words:
a. the baker, Peter Patisserie (2)
b. Pop-In Jay Pomp (2)
5. In what way does the Sycamore tree symbolically relate to Pop-In
Jay Pomp at the end of the first chapter? (1)
TOTAL MARKS: 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Two: The Small Gathering of Townspeople
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

overhanging

suspend over; hang over; project over

x

grotesquely

abnormally ugly and distorted

x

engrossed

wholly absorbed (esp. in thought)

x

entirety

complete or total state

x

aversion

distraction

x

pondered

reflected deeply; wondered; contemplated

x

magnitude

extent of size; relative importance

x

propinquity

the property of being close together

x

degrading

harmful to mind and morals

x

deign

doing something below one’s dignity

x

acknowledge

claim or express recognition; accept

x

magnificence

splendid; grand

x

flannels

trousers

x

circumspection

being heedful of consequences; sensibility

x

superciliously

arrogantly superior

x

ponder

contemplate; think or reflect deeply

x

scrupulously

with extreme conscientiousness / care

x

scrutinized

to look at critically or in minute detail

x

puny

inferior in strength or significance

x

polyester

synthetic fabric

x

poppycock

senseless talk; nonsense

x

pooh-bah

arrogant or conceited person of importance

x

pompous

puffed up with vanity

x

poltroonery

cowardice; lacking courage

x

pollyanna

an excessively cheerful or optimistic person

x

flibbertigibbet

fool (feminine)

x

flaxen

colour of hair: pale yellow

x

meretricious

based on pretense; deceptively pleasing

x

meritoriously

deserving reward or praise

x

smitten

foolish fondness
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x

harbinger

announces approach of something / news

x

Fleet Street

street in London with newspaper offices

x

sonorous

full; loud

x

epitome

a typical example of something

x

pawkiness

humorously crafty; witty

x

contemplating

considering as a possibility

x

caftan

a dress that imitates the caftan cloak

x

porcelain

ceramic; fragile ware

x

pussyfoot

a person who is extremely careful

x

privy purse

allowance for Queen’s personal expenses

x

wry

scornful mocking

x

nodding acquaintance

a superficial knowledge of someone

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Metaphor
Metaphors are comparisons. They compare two things showing
their differences and similarities.
Example: ‘Perhaps the town hall was established first and a
fungus of ugly buildings had sprung up to spoil the sheer
magnificence of the hall.’
Like a fungus that grows in unexpected areas, the ugly buildings
seem to have been erected in the same fashion. Fungus does not
have a good connotation. The impression that is left with the
reader is that the buildings are unwanted.
2. Irony
There are three kinds of irony that can be used in written work.
2.1.

Verbal irony: This is the use of words where a speaker is
saying one thing but means something quite the opposite.
In the second chapter of the novel, Pop-In Jay Pomp is
described as having a ‘handsomely large belly’. This is
verbal irony.

2.2.

Dramatic irony: Dramatic irony is used to create an
awareness where the audience understands the intended
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effect of what is being said but the speaker or character
doesn’t. This is seen in the last chapter of the novel.
2.3.

Situational irony: People experience situations where they
anticipate certain outcomes. Situational irony is when
something happens and the results are not what a person
desires. At the end of the second chapter you will see how
situational irony works.

C: Reading Strategy
1. What puzzles Pop-In Jay Pomp about the Town Hall? (1)
2. Quote and discuss two metaphorical images that describe the Town
Hall. (4)
3. Why is the group of people referred to as a “circle of
circumspection”? (2)
4. Why does Pop-In Jay Pomp join them? (1)
5. Describe the following characters in your own words:
a. Poppy Cock Pooh-Bah. (2)
b. Polly-Anna Pop-up. (2)
c. Ed Harbinger. (2)
d. Porcelain Piece. (2)
6. How does Poppy Cock Pooh-Bah feel about Privy Purse? Explain
your answer. (2)
7. Explain the situational irony at the end of the chapter? (2)
TOTAL MARKS: 20
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Three: To Name a Street
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

incredible

beyond understanding

x

incredulously

not disposed or willing to believe

x

putty medal

to give / earn praise for a worthless action

x

bestowed

given formally or officially

x

canoodling

hugging and holding affectionately

x

indigenous

originating from the same place they grow

x

incuriosity

absence of natural curiosity

x

stumps

to perplex or confound

x

spouted

to talk suddenly and loudly; to say forcefully

x

grappling

struggling with

x

gravely

seriously

x

marvelled

astonished; amazed

x

pleased as punch

idiomatic: very pleased

x

presumption

an assumption that is taken for granted

x

presupposing

take for granted

x

presumptuous

excessively forward; discourteous

x

impressed

have an emotional impact upon

x

exuberantly

overflowing with cheerful excitement

x

purred

express contentment in a low voice

x

subtly

faintly noticeable

x

delicatessens

ready-to-eat food products

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Homographic Pun
A homographic pun exploits different word meanings. The words
are spelled the same way, but have different meanings.
Example: ‘sweet’ is used to describe
x

Porcelain’s smile,

x

the singing birds, and
9

x

the delicatessens in the area.

2. Simile
Example: ‘… as pleased as punch …’
The phrase is taken from the puppet character in Punch and Judy.
The Italian puppet named Polichinello, also known as Punch, is a
sinister little character who is always self-satisfied and pleased
with his evil deeds. Every time he murders another victim he
shouts out in glee: ‘That's the way to do it’. The term ‘as pleased
as Punch’ is a simile comparing a person’s happiness with that of
the proud little puppet.
C: Reading Strategy
1. Poppy Cock speaks in a matter-of-fact way. What does this tell us
about his character? (1)
2. Pollyanna is only concerned with a “nice name” for the street. What
do we derive from this about her personality? (2)
3. What is ironic about Pop-In Jay’s frank and noteworthy way of
speaking to the townspeople? (4)
4. In what way is Porcelain Piece a source of inspiration to Pop-In Jay
Pomp? Explain your answer. (4)
5. Explain the homographic pun used in the word ‘sweet’. (3)
6. “He politely excused himself …” In context, how would you describe
his act of being polite? (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 15
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Four: The Punch Bar and Diner
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

punctiliously

precisely; in detail

x

encounter

meet; come across

x

candidly

sincerely (without doubt)

x

providence

fate, as a kindly influence

x

pièce de résistance

main part of a meal

x

indescribable

inability to describe or explain

x

tapped

letting out e.g. as by drawing a plug

x

hospitality

kindness in welcoming guests / strangers

x

prompted

give an incentive for action

x

erroneously

in a mistaken manner

x

play open cards

to open up; tell the truth

x

unpropitious

unfavourable circumstances

x

solemnly

seriously

x

digesting

arranging information so as to understand

x

fortune favours …

fortune / luck favours someone e.g. the brave

x

indefinitely

at no given time

x

dreary

sad

x

detriment

damage or loss

x

debonair

cheerful, lively and confident air

x

brick

a good fellow; helpful and trustworthy

x

belisha beacon

orange flashing traffic light at zebra crossing

x

commotion

noisy disturbance

x

serendipity

making unexpected, fortunate discoveries

x

fountain of honour

place where something begins

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Tautology
Tautology is the unnecessary repetition of an idea. Many
tautological expressions occur in everyday usage.
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Example: ‘He was cool, calm and collected.’
Each word used in this expression means self-control. The cliché
describes a person as being very calm and poised.
2. Metaphor
Colonel Blimp is a metaphorical figure who represents the lack of
enthusiasm for democracy. Sir David Low (1891–1963), a British
political cartoonist, created this pompous old-fashioned character.
C: Reading Strategy
1. Describe the term ‘bulgy-eyed’. (1)
2. Pop-In Jay Pomp ‘took care of his appetite’. What does this tell us
about his character? (2)
3. What does it mean when we say someone is ‘punctiliously
organized’? (2)
4. Why does Pop-In Jay Pomp believe that ‘Providence’ has opened a
door for him? (1)
5. Looking at Pop-In Jay’s choice of meal, would you say it is suitable
for the type of weather in Comport? Explain your answer. (2)
6. Why does Pop-In Jay stop in Comport? (2)
7. How does Harbinger react? Explain. (2)
8. Comport has no elections. Colonel Blimp chooses the new mayor
and sends them to Comport.
a) Why do you think this happens? (2)
b) Why do you think no one wants to be mayor of Comport? (2)
9. Why does Pop-In Jay refer to Harbinger as a brick of ice-cream? (2)
10. Why does Harbinger think the people would respect Pop-In Jay as
their ‘fountain of honour’? (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 20
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Five: A Fountain of Honour
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

heaven-sent

opportune; happening at the right time

x

wrought up

in a nervous state

x

rhetorically

effectively; persuasively

x

waiting game

a delay used for taking advantage

x

flare

to anger suddenly

x

aggravating

annoy somebody; irritate

x

watch contention

disagreement

x

infuriated

angered; to make someone angry

x

wretched

inadequate; provoking anger

x

lividly

furious; very angry

x

feeble

weak

x

futile

useless

x

piquant

refreshingly interesting; provocative

x

confused cold

extremely embarrassed; not knowing what to
say or how to act

x

stupefaction

great astonishment

x

cross-checked

verified

x

cuttingly

sharply expressed

x

incumbent

necessary (duty, responsibility, or obligation)

x

crest

at the top

x

blaze

shine brightly

x

indignantly

annoyed at

x

spurts

gush out in a pressurized stream

x

cock a snook

to turn, tip or tilt to one side

x

sneer

express scorn or contempt

x

mackerel sky

sky with rows of cumulus clouds resembling
patterns on a mackerel’s back

x

smarminess

self-satisfied smug expression
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B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Oxymoron
Example: ‘Wise fool.’
Oxymoron is the intentional combination of two contradictory
terms for rhetoric effect. The most common form of oxymoron
involves an adjective-noun combination.
2. Metaphor
Example: ‘… a graceful woman sailed swiftly …’
Privy Purse is described as sailing rather than walking. This is a
direct connection of unrelated subjects. The metaphor describes
her as being equal to a thing that sails when it moves. The first
thing that comes to mind is a sailing ship; the movement is likened
to the ship on the water: smooth, graceful and swift. In effect, the
linguistic redundancy in the sentence is clear with the repetition of
meaning in the words graceful, sailed and swiftly (tautology).
C: Questions
1. Why does Pop-In Jay want to impress Porcelain Piece? (2)
2. What do we learn about Poppy Cock in his reaction to the burst water
pipe? (2)
3. Why does he call Harbinger a “wise fool”? (3)
4. In what way does Pop-In Jay aggravate Poppy Cock further? (1)
5. Who do you think is responsible for the pipe beneath the road? (1)
6. Privy Purse doesn’t question Pop-In Jay’s presence as their new
mayor. What does this tell us about her character? (2)
7. Once again Porcelain Piece is an inspiration to Pop-In Jay? In what
way does she inspire him this time? (2)
8. In your opinion, would Poppy Cock personally approve of a fountain
or does he accept the idea because of the reactions of the people
around him? (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 15
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Six: The Old Fair Faced Fire Brigade
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

façade

the face or front of a building

x

beckoned

appear inviting

x

benignly

pleasant; beneficial (in nature or influence)

x

bêtes-noires

(an anathema) people / things disliked

x

betterment

an improvement

x

grandeur

being magnificent or splendid or grand

x

encumbered

loaded to excess

x

glistened

the quality of glittering or sparkling brightly

x

streaks

marks made with different shades of light

x

splendour

being magnificent or splendid or grand

x

ostentatious

with intent of attracting attention

x

splurge

to be showy / ostentatious; indulge oneself

x

wainscot wall

bottom half of wall featuring panels of wood

x

samovar

Russian urn used to boil water for tea

x

console

table fixed to or standing against a wall

x

replica

copy that is not the original

x

Adriaan van Ostade

17th century Dutch artist

x

fervour

feelings of great warmth and intensity

x

facsimiles

exact copies or reproduction

x

ornate

elaborate rhetoric, decorative details

x

censer

a container for burning incense

x

antiquity

an artifact surviving from the past

x

eccentric

a person with an unusual or odd personality

x

illusively

based on an illusion

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Idiomatic pairs
x

Betwixt and between: Undecided, midway, between two
alternatives, neither here nor there. In the case of Pop-In Jay
15

Pomp, it has a literal and figurative meaning. The old fair
faced fire brigade building was literally built between two
alternatives: urban and rural life. Pop-In Jay Pomp was
figuratively caught between two alternatives: to stay in
Comport or to continue with his journey to his original
destination. He was undecided.
x Hustle and bustle: This is an idiomatic expression that refers
to a large amount of activity and work that is usually done in
a noisy and busy place.
2. Personification
The act of attributing human characteristics to abstract ideas or
inanimate things is called personification.
Examples:
x

‘sunlight stretched its lazy limbs and crawled across the floor
and cupboard surfaces.’
Sunlight does not have limbs that can stretch and crawl.

x

‘The valley reached out benignly to the townspeople …’
The valley is portrayed as showing gentleness and mildness
to the people.

C: Reading Strategy
1. The term bête-noire is used to refer to an object or abstract idea that
is particularly disliked or avoided. Explain why people break away
from their urban life. Give an example of a bête-noire from which
urbanites would want to escape. (2)
2. Explain the contrast found in the building and its furniture. (3)
3. Why does Harbinger’s home surprise Pop-In Jay? (1)
4. Who lives in the West Wing? (1)
5. Why does Pop-In Jay smile illusively at the thought of settling down in
the East Wing? (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Seven: The East Wing
A: Voacabulary in Context
x

instantaneously

without any delay

x

yore

time that has elapsed

x

clapped

set

x

tinge

slight bit

x

consumed

to engage fully

x

utter

carried to the utmost point

x

Hepplewhite

a style of English furniture (late 18th century)

x

intricate

having many complexly interrelating parts

x

embroidered

to ornament with needlework

x

ajar

slightly open

x

mind-bending

complicated or difficult to understand

x

elaborate

made with a lot of intricate detail

x

veneer

thin richly grained or coloured woods, glued
in sheets or tiny pieces to inferior woods

x

enhanced

to improve the worth or beauty

x

essence

quality or nature

x

realm

area of interest

x

tripod

three-legged table

x

money-grubbing

accumulation of money

x

wavering

hesitating / faltering

x

stark

bare

x

muddle-headed

confused

x

moot point

debatable question

x

August Renoir

Pierre-August Renoir – French artist

x

adorning

decorating

x

enmeshed

entangled

x

smithereens

fragments / bits

x

serendipity

an instance of making fortunate discoveries

x

salsa

spicy sauce

x

trice

a very short period of time / an instant
17

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Simile
A figure of speech where two things are compared using the
words like or as.
Examples:
x

‘… made him stand there gasping like a fish out of its
depths.’

x

‘… he could sleep there like a top.’

2. Alliteration
Alliteration is a sound device where consonants are repeated.
Examples:
x

‘sensation of silent suspicion seep’

x

‘suddenly shattered the stunned silence into smithereens

3. Assonance
The repetition of vowels or rhyming sounds is known as
assonance.
Example: ‘He made slow progress over the floor to the door …’
4. Idiom
‘… sleep like a top’
When a top is spinning well the precessional effect causes its
axis to remain stationary and it can appear to be still, as if
'sleeping'.
C: Reading Strategy
1. Why would Pop-In Jay Pomp’s imagination recreate the busy fire
brigade offices of days gone by? (2)
2. Quote a phrase to show that Pop-In Jay has never seen anything as
ostentatious as the furnishing in the first room. (2)
3. Explain Pop-In Jay’s suspicion? (3)
4. What is Pop-In Jay’s reaction to the fourth bedroom? (2)
18

5. “Harbinger laughed heartily.” What does this statement tell us about
Harbinger? (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Eight: Upstairs at Harbinger’s
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

fortuitous

lucky or fortunate

x

circumstance

occurrence or condition that influences

x

probability

chance; likelihood

x

outrageously

extremely unusual

x

optimistic

positive in thought

x

opulent

wealthy; affluent; rich

x

unpolished

not learned; uncultured; unsophisticated

x

remarkable

worthy of notice

x

startle

shock; surprise

x

ordinarily

commonplace; usual

x

suite

set of connected rooms

x

Chippendale

English style furniture with Chinese / Gothic
motifs - Thomas Chippendale (18th century)

x

regal

royal; magnificent; splendid

x

incense

aromatic substance, wood or gum, that is
burned to produce a pleasant odour

x

embellished

beautiful by ornamentation / decoration

x

replicas

copy; reproduction

x

clavichord

antique keyboard with small brass wedges
striking horizontal strings

x

regency

English style furniture (1811-1820)

x

secretaire

writing table

x

caressing

gently touching

x

superbly

luxuriously

x

instincts

feelings from within oneself

x

sartorial

tailored

x

splendour

beauty (impressiveness)

x

pangs

sudden sharp feeling (esp. of hunger)

x

smithereens

pieces; fragments

x

chimed

sound produced by or as if by a bell or bells
20

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Personification
When we give human attributes to an inanimate object it is called
personification.
Example:
‘The sun was caressing the horizon ...”
The sun would need hands or fingers to be able to caress.
2. Assonance
The repetition of vowels or rhyming sounds is known as assonance.
Example:
‘doubt took flight and disappeared into the dark of the night.’
C: Reading Strategy
1. What does Pop-In Jay Pomp mean when he refers to Harbinger as
being ‘dull and unpolished’? (2)
2. Explain the difference between fluff and dust. (2)
3. Do you think incense is something Ed Harbinger would burn in his
bedroom? Explain your answer. (2)
4. Do you think Pop-In Jay Pomp is a conceited man? Quote from this
chapter to support your answer. (2)
5. What have you noticed about the street names in the town of
Comport? (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Nine: The Grillé House
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

fretfully

irritably

x

appeased

satisfied; calm

x

excel

do better than; surpass

x

pomposity

pretentiousness; excessive self-esteem

x

countenance

appearance (esp. of the face)

x

apparel

clothing

x

fortifiable

invigorated

x

simultaneously

done at the same time

x

stifled

repressed; held back; smothered

x

stilly

very quiet

x

illusory

deceiving

x

Hobson’s choice

idiomatic: taking what is ordered

x

inquired

to ask about; put forward as a question

x

perplexing

difficult to solve

x

bask

take pleasure; derive enjoyment

x

irrelevant

of no essential consequence; not important

x

contemplated

considered thoroughly

x

serenity

peacefulness

x

flounced

impatient and exaggerated movement

x

infuriated

angered

x

briskly

quickly

x

entranced

fascinated

x

fascinating

charming

x

flushed

sudden rise of emotion or excitement

x

baited breath

a sense of anticipation

x

poise

composure

x

déjà vu

illusion of having experienced something,
which is being encountered for the first time

x

superciliously

haughtily disdainful or contemptuous

x

sassy

rude / impudent
22

x

recollection

power of remembering

x

temperamental

moody; changes in mood or temperament

x

propelled

cause to move forward

x

scuttled

move with short hurried movements

x

cahoots

secret or questionable partnership

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Idiom
‘Hobson’s choice’
Hobson's choice is something that appears to be a free choice but is
in effect no choice usually because there is no genuine alternative. In
the case of Pop-In Jay Pomp, it is the choice of taking what Harbinger
offers.
C: Reading Strategy
1. In what way does Pop-In Jay Pomp find Comport to be ‘outwardly
odd’ for a Monday evening? (2)
2. What do we learn about Pomp’s character as he parks his car and
finally enters the restaurant? (2)
3. Why is Hobson’s choice the best choice for a man like Pop-In Jay
Pomp? (2)
4. What does Pop-In Jay find rather perplexing about Harbinger?(2)
5. “I drink. I eat. I’m happy.” What do these words tell us about
Harbinger? (1)
6. Why does Pop-In Jay set off after the artist? (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Ten: The Harbinger Mystery
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

conspicuous

obvious to the eye or mind

x

traces

indications

x

exuded

released in drops or small quantities

x

imperceptibly

difficult to perceive by the mind or senses

x

distress

anxiety

x

worrisome

causing worry; not reassuring

x

whippersnapper

unimportant person; cheeky; presumptuous

x

confronted

to deal with something (usually unpleasant)

x

irate

feeling or showing extreme anger

x

irrelevant

having no connection with the issue

x

inopportune

not suitable at the time; inconvenient

x

agitated

upset; disturbed; vexed

x

perceptibly

noticeably; observably

x

hermetically sealed

tightly closed; having an airtight seal

x

expressionless

showing no emotions

x

beguile

mislead; deceive

x

defaming

discredit

x

assure

promise

x

tenacity

stubbornness; persistent determination

x

savoir faire

tact

x

courteously

politely

x

confide

reveal in private

x

overmastering

overwhelming

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Cliché
A cliché is a saying, expression or idea that is overused to the point
of losing its original meaning or effect.
Examples:
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x

‘conspicuous by its absence’
It is glaringly obvious that something or someone is not present.
The expression is very old, dating back to the 1800’s. Tacitus,
the Roman writer, expressed these words concerning the
absence of Junia's brother and husband at her funeral
procession.

x

‘damsel in distress’
This is a romantic cliché. The damsel in distress is a classic
theme in literature, art and film. The helplessness of a young
woman is portrayed and she is always rescued from her
predicament by a hero.

C: Reading Strategy
1. How does Ed Harbinger react to Pop-In Jay Pomp’s question about
the previous evening? Why do you think he reacts this way?(2)
2. Describe Poppy Cock’s mood. Quote ONE word to support your
answer. (2)
3. Why does Harbinger want Pop-In Jay Pomp to stop asking
questions? (1)
4. Explain the idea of a topic being ‘hermetically sealed’. (2)
5. Why does Pop-In Jay feel guilty? (2)
6. Pop-In Jay Pomp decides to leave. Where does he go and why? (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Eleven: An Overmastering Idea
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

hastened

to move quickly

x

gurgled

to flow in an irregular current

x

mottled

having spots or patches of colour

x

instinctively

inborn pattern of behaviour

x

mollycoddle

overprotective; pampering

x

vituperated

berate; criticize harshly

x

realm

land of make-believe

x

dignified

worthy of respect

x

Harley Street

a street in central London for consulting
rooms of physicians and surgeons

x

unflappable

persistently calm when facing a crisis

x

plumy

deep and rich (esp. voice)

x

medico

a medical doctor

x

heartily

with warmth and sincerity

x

deficit

inadequacy; insufficiency

x

concerted

decided or planned by mutual agreement

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Sarcasm
Sarcasm is the form of wit that is marked by the use of language
intended to make its victim the butt of contempt or ridicule.
Example: ‘huge deficit regarding good company’
Pop-In Jay does not think Poppy Cock’s company is worth
anything.
2. Hyperbole
A hyperbole is an exaggerated expression used for emphasis
Example: ‘ … blood gurgled out …’
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The blood from the cut in Lacy Purse’s forehead will not make a
sound, especially not a gurgling sound (likened to sound water
makes). The idea that the blood gurgles is exaggerated.
3. Onomatopoeia
This is the effect of imitating a natural sound.
Example: ‘gurgled’
4. Simile
When two things are compared using the words ‘like’ or ‘as’, it is
called a simile.
Example: ‘as quick as a bolt of lightning’
His actions are compared to the speed of lightning.
C: Reading Strategy
1. What does Pop-In Jay hear after knocking on Lacy Purse’s door? (4)
2. What does the hyperbolic thought of blood gurgling from Lacy’s
forehead tell us about Pop-In Jay’s character? (1)
3. Why is the carpet mottled? (1)
4. Why is ellipsis used in the following sentence:
“Having a large build should have lent him the strength to sweep
Lacy off her feet and carry her to his white … flivver.” (2)
5. Pop-In Jay Pomp decides to make a concerted effort to like Poppy
Cock Pooh-Bah. In what way does Poppy Cock’s behaviour precede
Pop-in Jay’s decision in making the effort? (1)
6. Why is it important to Pop-In Jay Pomp that he gets along with the
little official? (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twelve: Learning to Like Poppy Cock
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

endearing

well-liked; likable

x

vitality

energetic style

x

vigour

energy

x

exasperatingly

in an extremely annoying or displeasing way

x

obstreperous

noisy; clamorous; boisterous

x

patronizingly

an offensively condescending manner

x

inured

cause to accept or become used to

x

ample

more than enough

x

lured

to entice

x

inanity

total lack of meaning or ideas

x

prissiness

fussy about being exact; perfectionism

x

suppressed

keep controlled; refrain from showing

x

aversion

feeling of intense dislike

x

sultry

extremely and unpleasantly hot

x

spry

moving quickly and lightly

x

squared up

to face someone or something bravely

x

taunting

aggravating by mocking

x

retorted

quick reply

x

resolutely

decided; showing firm determination

x

illuminated

provided with artificial light

x

spurting

propelling violently (usually a narrow stream)

x

expenditure

the act of consuming something

x

bidding

requesting presence

x

lingered

remain present

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Idiom
Example: ‘ … squared up …’
This means to face someone or something bravely.
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2. Onomatopoeia
Onomatopoeia is the sound of one or more words that imitate a
natural sound.
Example: ‘hummed his displeasure’
3. Simile
A simile is the comparison of two things using the words ‘like’ or
‘as’.
Example: ‘Poppy Cock moved spry as a lizard on a hot tin roof …’
C: Reading Strategy
1. Why does Pop-In Jay treat Poppy Cock in a patronizing manner? (2)
2. What do we learn about Poppy Cock‘s character from the following
actions:
a. he wants to work independently from the other councillors? (2)
b. he fears making a fool of himself in front of Pop-In Jay Pomp? (2)
3. What is the sudden and senseless expenditure of thought Pop-In Jay
ponders about? (2)
4. Why does Pop-In Jay think Poppy Cock would like him? (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Thirteen: Speaking to Lacy
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

tiresomely

tired; bored

x

tacky

sticky

x

Trattoria

Italian-style eating establishment

x

decisively

having the power to decide; resolute

x

elevating

moving to a higher position

x

stirring his stumps

hasten from

x

tentered

framework on which cloth is stretched

x

stench

foul odour; stink

x

pigment

colouring

x

concave

curved like inner surface of a sphere

x

affluence

wealth

x

vintage

old; classic

x

forsaken

left alone

x

harking

to return to a previous point

x

crammed

squeezed into; very full

x

Greco

Greek

x

point wit

humorously clever

x

podgy

fat and short

x

potbellied

protruding abdomen

x

melting-moment

baked cake that melts in warmth of mouth

x

claustrophobic

uncomfortable in confined or crowded areas

x

hemmed

enclosed

x

shooed

to drive away saying “shoo-shoo”

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Informal expression
Example: ‘stirring his stumps’
This means to hasten away from a particular place or situation.
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2. Syllepsis
This is the use of a single word to apply to two others.
Examples:
x

He went up the stairs, the forces of gravity and his fully loaded
belly not working very well with his intentions of elevating,
unlike the afternoon temperatures.
Both Pop-In Jay and the afternoon temperature elevate.

x

He found it difficult to hold his ground and his breath.
To hold one’s ground: to stand firmly in one place.
To hold one’s breath: to purposely stop breathing for a short
while.
Pop-In Jay holds his position and his breath.

3. Idiom
Example: ‘… harking back …’
This means to return to a previous point.
4. Simile
Two objects are compared using the words ‘like’ or ‘as’.
Example: ‘… it made him feel like a melting-moment.’
5. Personification
Personification means to give human traits to non-living things.
Example: ‘The armchair groaned as he sat down.’
C: Reading Strategy
1. Why does Pop-In Jay find it difficult to go up the stairs to Lacy? (2)
2. Quote the phrase showing Pop-In Jay’s feelings about intrusion as he
enters the West Wing. (2)
3. Describe the West Wing in your own words. (4)
4. What would a podgy potbellied person look like? (2)
5. What do we learn about Pop-In Jay’s character in Lacy’s small
kitchen? (2)
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6. Why would Pop-In Jay admire Lacy? (2)
7. Give ONE word to describe how Lacy feels after the accident. (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 15
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Fourteen: All About an Art Gallery
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

glinting

shining; sparkling

x

enticingly

alluringly

x

trestle

table base

x

preposterous

ridiculous; absurd

x

temerity

rashness; boldness

x

dubiously

doubtfully; uncertainly

x

probed

test; check; investigate; examine

x

contention

competition; discord

x

sullen

brooding resentment; sulky

x

with a high hand

in an overbearing manner; arbitrarily

x

resounded

to ring out; reverberate

x

artefact

man-made object

x

prerogative

privilege or right

x

smart aleck

a person who thinks he knows a lot

x

infatuation

captivated or obsessed with someone

x

consumed

absorbed; preoccupied

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Cliché
Example: ‘It’s a woman’s prerogative’.
It is a woman’s right or privilege to do something like changing her
mind.
C: Reading Strategy
1. What is Pop-In Jay’s flaw in character? (2)
2. Why does Pop-In Jay feel unsure about mentioning the art gallery to
Ed Harbinger? (2)
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3. QUOTE the phrase expressing Harbinger’s unhappiness with Pop-In
Jay’s idea of having an art gallery in town. (2)
4. What is the real reason for Harbinger being upset? (2)
5. How does Harbinger feel towards Lacy? QUOTE THREE consecutive
words to prove your answer. (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Fifteen: The Mayor’s Office
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

multitudinous

many

x

munificence

generous

x

hare-brained

idea that is silly and unlikely to succeed

x

dappled

marked with spots of colour, light or shade

x

pervaded

fills the entire place; in every part of

x

auspiciously

successful

x

entourage

a group who travel with an important person

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Pun
A pun is a form of word play where one word is used with two
suggested meanings.
Example: ‘He was the first and only mayor of Comport and
certainly no oil painting.’
Oil painting - referring to the art of painting with oil
- referring to Blimp not being an attractive man
2. Simile
Example: ‘Even Poppy Cock hung about like a nuisance fly.
3. Personification
Human attributes are given to lifeless things.
Example: ‘In the left corner a round table with four chairs sat
waiting in great anticipation for Conference.’
The table and chairs are waiting in anticipation (something people
would

do);

Conference

is

personified

importance of the table and chairs.
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to

emphasize

the

4. Word play
The round table and conference suggest a ‘round-table
conference', which is generally a meeting where peers discuss
and exchange views.
C: Reading Strategy
1. Who does Pop-In Jay believe is responsible for the expensive
municipal building? (2)
2. Answer the following questions clearly:
a. Do you think Colonel Blimp, the first mayor of Comport, would
allow Poppy Cock Pooh-Bah to make important decisions about
the size of a building? (2)
b. Following Pop-In Jay Pomp’s train of thought, how would you
describe Blimp’s physical appearance? (2)
3. Poppy Cock is described as a ‘nuisance fly’. Explain the effectiveness
of this image. (2)
4. Why is the office described as ‘auspiciously big’? (3)
5. QUOTE the sentence that shows Pop-In Jay’s eagerness to work as
mayor in the office. (2)
6. Why would Pop-In Jay Pomp have an entourage? (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 15
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Sixteen: Pop-In Jay’s Entourage
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

omniscient

having total knowledge

x

bear the bell

to lead

x

inauguration

formal introduction; beginning

x

disperse

to scatter in different directions

x

mulling

ruminating; pondering

x

disinclination

not inclined to; reluctant

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Sarcasm
Example: ‘The omniscient puny little man in polyester, Poppy Cock
Pooh-Bah, stood right in the front of the ever-growing crowd.’
Pop-In Jay refers to Poppy Cock’s ego when he calls him
omniscient (all-knowing).
2. Idiom
‘… bear the bell …’
To bear the bell means to be in front or to lead; it is in allusion to
the bellwether or a flock, or the leading animal of a team or drove,
when wearing a bell.
If Pop-In Jay decides to stay in Comport he will have to lead the
“flock” of Comport.
C: Reading Strategy
1. What happens when Pop-In Jay tries to leave the office? (2)
2. How does Pop-In Jay feel prior to seeing all the people? (2)
3. What does he mull over once the passage has been cleared? (2)
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4. Explain the significance of Pop-In Jay’s thoughts: An Inauguration
Ceremony! Indeed! (2)
5. Where does Pop-In Jay seek refuge? Explain. (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Seventeen: A Good Night’s Rest at Harbinger’s
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

exhausted

extremely tired

x

mystifying

strange; mysterious

x

irresolute

discouraged; hesitant

x

despondent

without hope

x

swiftly

quickly

x

dubious

doubting

x

bolt upright

sitting position with a very straight back

x

booster rocket

a launching vehicle for a rocket

x

poltergeists

ghosts that announce their presence with
rapping and the creation of disorder

x

pouncing

moving upon something as if to attack

x

speculated

reflect deeply on something

x

bloodcurdling

extremely alarming

x

bloodbath

violent killing

x

swishing

soft brushing sound

x

snooping

inquire secretly

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Alliteration
Example: ‘swishing silk slice the air’
C: Reading Strategy
1. What does Pop-In Jay believe is the cause or reason for his
tiredness? (1)
2. Why does Pop-In Jay awaken in the middle of the night? (1)
3. Explain the image of a booster rocket. (2)
4. What does he fear might ruin his stay in Comport? (2)
5. Who is the phantom-like figure that seems to be snooping about? (1)
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6. State whether the following sentence is true or false. QUOTE from
the chapter to support your answer. (2)
This is the first time that Pop-In Jay sees Lacy as a phantom-like
figure.
7. QUOTE SIX consecutive words that suggest he does not recognize
the person in the living room. (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Eighteen: Snooping About
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

soothingly

comforting; affording physical relief

x

swathed

enveloping; wrapping in

x

landscape

an expanse of scenery seen in one view

x

jovial

high spirited; very happy

x

bon-bon

chocolate coated sweet with fondant center

x

rhetorically

not expecting an answer

x

feigned

not genuine

x

snoop

look in a sneaking or meddlesome way; pry

x

boggled

overcome with amazement; confused

x

chemistry

the way two individuals relate to each other

x

boldfaced

brave in manner

x

boundlessness

having no boundaries

x

botheration

trouble

x

empire

enterprise under single domination or control

x

heir

one who inherits

x

reins

controlling power

x

curmudgeon

ill-tempered old man; miser

x

tinker’s curse

the smallest degree or amount

x

predisposed

to incline someone to something in advance

x

pertinaciously

stubborn or perversely persistent

x

perversely

directed away from what is right or good

x

disposal

a particular way of attending to a matter

x

bear and forbear

tolerate; endure; be patient

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Idioms
x

‘ … spit and polish …’
To spit and polish indicates a sense of neatness or preciseness.
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The irony in using this idiom is found in Lacy Purse who, as an
artist, lives in a very disorderly West Wing but finds it necessary
to keep the rest of the building spotless.
x

‘… captain of industry …’
A captain of industry is a high-ranking corporation officer; a
wealthy and successful capitalist.

C: Reading Strategy
1. Discuss the relationship between Ed Harbinger and Lacy Purse. (5)
2. What does Lacy leave Ed Harbinger after dusting and cleaning once
a week? (1)
3. Give TWO possible reasons why she cleans his section of the
building in the middle of the night? (2)
4. How does Pop-In Jay feel about being the mayor of Comport? (2)
5. What is Pop-In Jay’s original destination? (2)
6. QUOTE ONE word that describes Pop-In Jay’s father. (1)
7. Do you think Pop-In Jay would have inherited the business if tradition
had not forced it upon his father? Explain your answer. (3)
8. Being predisposed by the name Pomp to take up a position in his
father’s business is something that makes Pop-In Jay unhappy. What
does he believe he is able to do? (2)
9. Explain the irony in Poppy Cock’s attitude? (1)
10. Why does Pop-In Jay Pomp presume confidently that he will cope as
the new mayor of Comport? (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 20
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Nineteen: Bear and Forebear
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

wearisome

temporary loss of strength and energy

x

wary

cautious

x

evaporated

change into a vapour; disappear; not visible

x

progressed

move forward

x

waded

to walk through (esp. shallow water)

x

ventured

risked

x

propose

suggest; put forward

x

ominous

threatening or foreshadowing ill-fortune

x

take offense

feel insulted due to a lack of regard

x

snippersnapper

small, insignificant and presumptuous man

x

inspiringly

having an exalting and good effect upon

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Alliteration
Example: ‘… warm and wearisome Wednesday …’
C: Reading Strategy
1. Describe the weather in Comport. (2)
2. QUOTE THREE different words that imply the heat is affecting Pop-In
Jay Pomp. Explain each. (3)
3. What is being discussed at the meeting? (2)
4. Why does Pop-In Jay refrain from mentioning a new sign for the town
hall? (2)
5. What effect does Porcelain Piece have on Pop-In Jay Pomp? (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty: A Lunch-Break At Noon
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

irradiated

illuminated (as with happiness)

x

premeditated

previous planning

x

classical

relating to ancient Greek or Roman culture

x

myth

traditional story with supernatural heroes

x

submit

surrender; to be subjected to something

x

monarch

sole and absolute ruler

x

relevance

application to a matter

x

tragic

an incident that involves death and grief

x

adroitly

skillfully

x

maneuvered

to manipulate

x

perceived

understand

x

perplexedly

confused

x

conviction

strongly convinced

x

significance

importance

x

smarminess

exaggerated or insincere earnestness

x

tactful

considerate; discreet

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Idiom
Example: ‘… head or tail …’
It is the inability to understand someone or something that someone
has said.
C: Reading Strategy
1. What intrigues Pop-In Jay Pomp about Lacy’s invitation to lunch? (2)
2. Discuss the significance of the classical myth of Dido. (2)
3. Why does Lacy want to stop Privy from leaving Comport? (2)
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4. What makes Lacy believe that Pop-In Jay will succeed in persuading
Privy to stay? (2)
5. What purpose does the reference to Privy’s loss serve in the story of
Pop-In Jay Pomp? (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-One: Popping in At Privy’s
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

meandered

moving in a sinuous, circular or spiral course

x

invariably

not liable or capable of changing

x

dismally

in a dreadful manner

x

forsaken

left entirely

x

dank

unpleasantly cool and humid

x

arbitrarily

in a random manner

x

seizure

to take by force

x

signified

expressed

x

motives

reasons behind actions

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Personification
Example: ‘The municipal buildings seemed dead.’
A human quality is given to the buildings. A building cannot die.
2. Alliteration
Alliteration is a sound device where consonants are repeated for
effect.
Examples:
x

‘It was dangerously dark in the dismally forsaken dank area.’

x

‘The seizure of space signified the simplicity of naming such
an area Forever Forest.’

3. Assonance
Assonance is the repetition of vowels or rhyming sounds.
Example: ‘Trees had arbitrarily taken hold of the hilltop and
surrounding mounds of ground.’
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C: Reading Strategy
1. Pop-In Jay Pomp describes the neighbourhood where Privy Purse
lives as being a ‘dangerously dark and dismally forsaken dank area.’
What does this tell us about his character? (2)
2. The fair face fire brigade building is also settled at the top of a hill.
What is the difference between the two hills? (2)
3. In the book the valleys and hills are described as being retreats for
the townsfolk so that they can escape from the hustle and bustle of
town life and their bêtes-noires. Name TWO things from which they
would want to escape? (2)
4. Why would Privy Purse live in Forever Forest? (2)
5. Why does Pop-In Jay Pomp question his motives for going to Privy’s
place? (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Two: Privy’s Place
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

crisply

sharply

x

courteously

politely

x

daunting

intimidating

x

precautionary

to prevent

x

loomed

come into view indistinctly, threateningly

x

lugubriously

mournfully

x

ambience

atmosphere

x

sassiness

rudeness

x

scrutinizing

look at critically

x

iniquitous

wicked; evil

x

contrition

sadness arising from a fear of worthlessness

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Alliteration
Examples:
x

‘A voice crisply came across the crackling intercom.’

x

‘… loomed lugubriously …’

x

‘Privy was worried and worn out.’

x

‘… warm and welcoming ambience …’

x

The repetition of the ‘s’ sound in the following paragraph:
‘She was different. Seemingly her smarmy attitude and sassiness
was the screen she stood behind in the eye of the public. She had
sharp eyes and kept her gaze as steady as possible, scrutinizing
the likeness of Pomp being a mere social visitor at such an
iniquitous hour.’

C: Reading Strategy
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1. How does the atmosphere at Privy’s gate relate to Pop-In Jay’s
feelings? (2)
2. Discuss briefly Privy Purse’s appearance. (2)
3. Why would a pompous man like Pop-In Jay Pomp suddenly be at a
loss for words? QUOTE from the chapter a phrase that would support
your answer. (3)
4. What difference does Pop-In Jay see in Privy? (1)
5. Do you think Lacy Purse is right in concluding that Privy Purse
admires Pop-In Jay Pomp? Explain. (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Three: The Bank of Comport
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

phantom

a ghostly appearing figure

x

claustrophobic

feeling uncomfortably closed or hemmed in

x

debilitate

weaken

x

inhumanly

no regrets or human feeling

x

torrid

burning hot; intense emotion

x

trivial

insignificant; dull and obvious

x

cerebrated

planning; deciding

x

capital concern

main importance

x

trite

repeated too often

x

ho-hum

so uninteresting it causes mental weariness

x

technicalities

insignificant details

x

mundane

commonplace; ordinary

x

insignificance

unimportant

x

cock-a-hoop

in a state of boastful elation or exultation

x

obliged

forced or compelled to do something

x

demeanour

behaviour

x

lobby

reception area

x

graciously

in a graceful manner

x

cauldron

a very large pot used for boiling

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Idiom
Example: ‘… slept like a log …’
To sleep like a log: to sleep very soundly
2. Transferred epithet:
A transferred epithet is a deliberate misapplication of an adjective
to a noun.
Example: ‘… sleepless sheets …’
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C: Reading Strategy
1. Does the weather change in any way as the week progresses?
Explain. (3)
2. Give a literal and figurative definition in context for the word torrid. (2)
3. What must Pop-In Jay Pomp do to make Poppy Cock Pooh-Bah
susceptible to dealing with the mundane matters? (2)
4. At what time does Pop-In Jay Pomp go to the Bank of Comport? (1)
5. Why is Pop-In Jay’s heart described as a cauldron of mixed
emotions? (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Four: A Cauldron of Mixed Emotions
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

exceptional

surpassing what is usual or expected

x

excelled

distinguished oneself

x

extraordinary

more than what is expected

x

authority

a person who exercises control over others

x

portrayed

represented

x

embittered

resentful

x

plush

soft

x

snap

a brief spell of cold weather

x

frost-bound

made hard by a covering of ice crystals

x

disillusioned

free from illusion;

x

expectations

expecting something

x

thwarted

defeated / opposed

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Alliteration
Example: ‘… an exceptional executive businesswoman who excelled
with extraordinary authority.’
C: Reading Strategy
1. Write down FOUR words that describe Privy Purse as a
businesswoman. (4)
2. How does she receive Pop-In Jay Pomp? (2)
3. How does Privy feel about their proposed date? (1)
4. What makes her suddenly change towards him? (1)
5. Give TWO reasons why she may have reacted this way. (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Five: Time to Think
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

lush

abundant, plentiful

x

flyweight

something small, light, or inconsequential

x

yanked

to pull with a quick, strong movement; jerk

x

candidly

sincerely (without doubt)

x

compact

marked by or having a short solid physique

x

constitution

composition or structure of something

x

wrestled

to contend or struggle

x

remarkably

worthy of notice

x

scenic

a lovely view of nature scenes

x

lapping

to wash against with soft liquid sounds

x

lay-by

a place next to the road for drivers to rest

x

savoured

to enjoy (experience) for as long as possible

x

splendour

beauty; impressiveness

x

sultry

extremely hot; humid

x

debouched

to flow into a larger area or body

x

rugged

strong; rough; irregular

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Personification
Example: ‘… the wind wrapped its icy fingers around the flyweight
flivver and yanked it from one side of the road to the other …’
2. Alliteration
Examples:
x

‘flyweight flivver’

x

‘green growing grass’

x

‘to linger any longer’

x

‘sitting square on a solid rugged rock ‘
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C: Reading Strategy
1. What does Pop-In Jay experience as he drives down the winding
road into the valley? (1)
2. What makes him confident to continue travelling? (1)
3. QUOTE ONE word that tells us the drive down into the valley is
difficult. (1)
4. Describe the valley in your own words. (5)
5. In what way has Pop-In Jay changed since the first chapter? (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Six: At the Municipal Building
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

screeched

high-pitched voice

x

panic-stricken

thrown into an intense state of anxiety

x

pitch

tone of voice

x

somber

serious; gloomy

x

sonorous

full; loud; deep

x

ventured

put forward

x

deceased

no longer alive

x

sternly

in an uncompromising and severe manner

x

testament

legal

document

of

a

person’s

wishes

regarding the disposal of his possession’s
after death
x

specifically

distinct from anything else

x

assume

take on

x

commit

dedicate; give; devote

x

imposed

set forth as obligatory

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Word Play
Arthur Motive: other motive / ulterior motive
The name implies that the man cannot be trusted.
C: Reading Strategy
1. How does Pollyanna Pop-Up react after sending the men to Porcelain
Piece and what does this tell us about her? (2)
2. How do the lawyers know about Pop-In Jay’s arrival in Comport? (1)
3. Describe the difference between Ed Harbinger and the lawyers. (2)
4. Would Pop-In Jay Pomp get along with the lawyers? Explain. (2)
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5. What was the traditional law that was imposed upon Pop-In Jay
Pomp? (3)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Seven: Waiting in the Mayor’s Office
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

stately

imposing in manner or appearance

x

mayhem

needless disturbance

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Alliteration
Example: ‘… standing stately …”
2. Word play
Example: ‘Harbinger asked Arthur and company to sit down and
wait at the round table.’
This refers to King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table.
C: Reading Strategy
1. What effect does this chapter have on the reader? Explain. (3)
2. What does the reader anticipate? (3)
3. Why is there mayhem in Comport’s municipal building? (2)
4. How did King Arthur affect society? (3)
5. In what way does Pop-In Jay Pomp relate to King Arthur? (3)
6. Do some research on the Knights of the Round Table and find their
code of chivalry. Choose ONE and write it down. (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 15
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Eight: Looking for Pomp
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

theorized

to believe especially on uncertain grounds

x

inaudible

difficult to hear

x

objective

without involving personal feelings

x

waning

gradual decrease in extent

x

sluggishly

slowly; with little movement

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Alliteration
Alliteration is a sound device; it is the repetition of consonants.
Examples: ‘fast falling’ / ‘was still sitting square somewhere …’
2. Assonance
Assonance is a sound device; it is the repetition of vowels or
rhyming sounds.
Example: ‘… sitting square somewhere …’
C: Reading Strategy
1. How has the tone of the story changed? QUOTE from the chapter to
support your answer. (2)
2. What effect does chapter twenty-eight have on the reader? (2)
3. Look at the reaction of each town councillor. What does this tell us
about the character? (10)
4. What is Pop-In Jay’s reaction upon hearing that the councillors are
searching for him? (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 15
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Nine: Off to Comport Square
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

sword of Damocles

constant threat; imminent peril

x

conciliate

overcome resentment; reconcile

x

unfathomed

situated at or extending to great depth

x

ungraciously

rude

x

rut

groove; track

x

dappled

spotted

x

flecked

tiny spots or marks

x

optimistically

positive attitude

x

rustle

soft fluttering or crackling sounds

x

coaxing

persuading softly

x

sagacious

wise

x

abeyance

temporary suspension

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Mythology
The sword of Damocles
The expression is taken from the legend about an actual Greek
nobleman, Damocles, who frequently expressed his awe at the
power and happiness of the king. The king became tired of this and
decided to show Damocles the pressure of kingship. He invited
Damocles to a banquet and seated him under a sword that was
suspended from the ceiling by a single hair. Damocles learnt that
kingship brought with it fears and worries as well as pleasures.
C: Reading Strategy
1. Why is the image of Damocles’ sword so effective at this point of the
story? (3)
2. Pop-In Jay is not fully informed about his inheritance. Explain. (1)
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3. Why does Pop-In Jay take a long time to study the document of his
inheritance? (1)
4. Describe Ed Harbinger’s attitude after the lawyer’s have left. (2)
5. What does the sagacious silence indicate? (1)
6. Pop-In Jay describes Harbinger as a loyal brick. What does the word
‘brick’ mean in context? (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Thirty: On Friday
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

mutiny

rebellion against authority

x

defiant

resisting or opposing authority

x

abounded

in a state of movement or action

x

bade

to give expression to

x

intriguing

engaging interest to a certain extent

x

mottled

covered with spots and blotches

x

termagant

overbearing and nagging woman

x

urge

motivate

x

suffice

meet or satisfy a need

x

wondrous

to marvel at

B: Literary and Poetic Language
1. Alliteration
Example: ‘… madness of the entire matter …’
2. Assonance
Example: ‘… intriguing individuals …’
C: Reading Strategy
1. How old was Pop-In Jay Pomp when his mother left his father? (1)
2. QUOTE ONE word that Pop-In Jay uses to describe
a. his father’s testament. (1)
b. Comport. (1)
c. the people of Comport. (1)
d. the idea of having a fountain. (1)
3. His life is described as mottled. Explain what a mottled life would be
like. (2)
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4. QUOTE a sentence that supports your explanation in the previous
question. (2)
5. What is the only thing that Pop-In Jay will never really like about
Comport? (1)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Thirty-One: What Harbinger Had Said.
A: Vocabulary in Context
x

detriment

cause injury or damage

x

perused

examine in detail

x

interminable

having or seeming to have no end

B: Literary and Poetic Language
Dramatic Irony
‘It had been an interminable journey …’
The journey to the coast took longer than Pop-In Jay had anticipated.
The word interminable means “having or seeming to have no end”.
Pop-In Jay Pomp’s journey will end when he has made his decision:
he has to choose between his father’s business and being mayor of
Comport.
This is the end of his journey from the country to the coast and the
end of the story.
Dramatic irony is used to create an awareness where the audience
understands the intended effect of what is being said but the speaker
or character doesn’t: the journey from the country to the coast for
Pop-In Jay is seemingly ending. The story for the reader is seemingly
ending too.
C: Reading Strategy
1. How does Pop-In Jay feel about Harbinger’s words? (2)
2. What does the city look like from the drive down to the sea? (2)
3. Looking at his reaction of the city, do you think he will be unhappy
living there? Explain. (2)
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4. Being such a supercilious person, how do you think Pop-In Jay will
see Comport and its people after six months have passed? Give an
example of a character to support your answer. (2)
5. What would you like Pop-In Jay to do after six months? Explain. (2)
TOTAL MARKS : 10

PART TWO
SUGGESTED ANSWERS
Chapter 1
1. The streets are very quiet for a Monday morning.99
2. No. He drives an old car ‘a flivver’.9
3. It has been a long journey. “He stood awhile, waiting for the
molasses in his weary veins to flow.” 99
4. a. Any of the following words and synonyms describe the character:
young; shopkeeper; shy and quiet (“a man of few words”); polite;
not curious; well-mannered; easily shocked; private; introvert.99
b. Any of the following words and synonyms describe the character:
young; ambitious; curious; short legs (“short limbs”) – not
necessarily a short man; showing arrogance of being superior
(“strutted lordly”); has a sweet tooth; loud but considerate (“bowed
his head apologetically”); easily irritated by noise; attentive and
curious. 99
5. He is curious. The people across the street catch his attention. 9
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 2
1. He can’t understand why the beautiful building is built in such a small
space.9
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2. -

“The buildings on either side sandwiched Comport’s town hall,

degrading the very essence of its splendour.” The Town Hall is
squeezed in between other buildings.99
-

“Perhaps the town hall was established first and a fungus of ugly

buildings had sprung up to spoil the sheer magnificence of the hall.”
Other buildings were built next to the hall without proper planning,
likened to wild mushrooms that grow anywhere.99
3. The people stood closely together in private conversation, seemingly
discreet.99
4. He is curious.9
5. Characters:
b. Poppy-Cock Pooh-Bah: small; wears polyester; he is pompous /
arrogant; inwardly a coward, outwardly brave.99
c. Polly-Anna Pop-up: tall; screeching voice; friendly; fair; freckles;
wears spectacles; blue eyes; a bag of bones (skinny); a
flibbertigibbet (talkative). Blonde curly hair.99
d. Ed Harbinger: strong voice; self-assured; seemingly a boring
character but very alert; tall; has a sense of humour (“amused at
the pawkiness of Pop-In Jay’s character.”)99
e. Porcelein Piece: petite; pretty; young; wears pink; sweet; shy
(“blushed a blaze of scarlet”); a pussyfoot (someone who is
cautious).99
6. He doesn’t like Privy Purse. He turns a “wry face” upon hearing her
name.99
7. Pop-In Jay joins them intrigued by their serious expressions
(deduced from “circle of circumspection”) and anticipates a serious
problem. He finds that they are trying to find a suitable name for their
main street. This is an unexpected outcome because every town has
a name for its main street.99
TOTAL MARKS : 20
Chapter 3
1. He is concerned with practical matters.9
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2. She is courteous and polite.99
3. He is being arrogantly honest, which could be regarded as socially
incorrect – especially since he is in the company of strangers.99 The
people ironically are impressed with his supercilious nature and
welcome the insulting award: the putty medal.99
4. She smiles at him sweetly. This inspires him to name the street
‘Sweet Street’.99 Porcelain Piece is the only character that meets
his approval and he treats her with respect.99
5. Pop-In Jay thinks of the word ‘sweet’ as it describes the way
Porcelain smiles. 9 Pollyanna and Porcelain think he’s referring to
the singing birds. 9 Harbinger thinks ‘sweet’ is applicable to all the
delicatessens in the area. 9
6. Pop-In Jay is being insincere. 9 (He is leaving their “inferior”
company, feigning politeness. Pop-In Jay Pomp is self-centered and
rude. His insincerity can also be seen in the first chapter, when he
belched in the bakery and nodded ‘apologetically’ to the baker).
TOTAL MARKS : 15
Chapter 4
1. The eye balls seem to stick out or protrude from the eye hollows;
likened to a frog’s eyes. 9
2. He satisfies his needs and desires, without compromising himself.99
3. He is meticulous; a person who is concerned with neatness and
detail.99
4. He believes that the town councillors lack intelligent acuity therefore,
the town needs him.9
5. No. It is very warm outside and he chooses to eat vegetable soup
and curry casserole.99
6. It is a refreshment stop. He is passing through the little town on his
way to the coast.99
7. He is silent as he tries to deal with the disappointing news. He asks
Pop-In Jay to stay because he realizes that nobody wants to be the
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mayor of Comport. Colonel Blimp will continue sending people who
never arrive.99
8. Open-ended questions.
Suggestion:
a) The character Blimp prevents the people of Comport from voting
democratically. Blimp, being the first and only mayor of the little
town, takes it upon himself to appoint his successor.99
b) The people Blimp appoints know him well and do not want to
stand in his shoes, which make them disappear; they never arrive
in Comport.99 (Pop-In Jay Pomp is as pompous as Blimp. He
doesn’t know the man and that is why it would be easier for Pop-In
Jay to fill his position. Perhaps Harbinger sees similarities in the
characters, which prompts him to ask Pop-In Jay to be their
mayor.)
9. When someone is referred to as a brick, it means that the person is
helpful and trustworthy. Pop-In Jay is always thinking of food. So,
when he considers Harbinger to be a brick, he immediately thinks of
dessert: a brick of ice-cream.99
10. When we speak of a ‘fountain of honour’ we mean it to be a place
where something begins. The new mayor of Comport has not been
appointed by Blimp.99 (This could be the beginning of new things for
the town.)
TOTAL MARKS : 20
Chapter 5
1. He likes her; his ego has been boosted with the new status of being
the town’s mayor.99
2. He doesn’t like waste, inferior work, or failure. He doesn’t have a
solution but desperately wants the problem fixed.99
3. He is upset with Harbinger’s nonchalance. 9 Harbinger can see what
the problem is, and knows about the pipe’s history.99
4. He says it is a silly place to have a pipe.9
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5. Possibly Poppy Cock’s.9(He is most upset by Pop-In Jay’s comment
about the pipe’s position under the road.)
6. Privy Purse accepts Pop-In Jay Pomp as their new mayor. She is too
trusting.99
7. She sneezes and her ponytail reminds Pop-In Jay of a fountain.99
8. He would like the idea because it is a grand display, like the sign at
the Town Hall, and it solves the problem.99
TOTAL MARKS : 15
Chapter 6
1. People who live in the city are driven mostly by status, success and
materialism. Sometimes they feel the need to break away and relax
in the calm of nature. People want to escape when they become tired
of:99
x

their work, especially routine;

x

people (colleagues, friends and relatives);

x

problems in a relationship;

x

financial problems and debt;

x

responsibilty.9

(Any other suggestions made by the learners that seem logical should
be accepted.)
2. The fire brigade building has been renovated. The building has
become a dwelling place.9 The kitchen is described as metallic,
which has a modern connotation. The open space that the building
provides gives it a feel for simplicity and mobility yet, it is filled with
old and heavy furniture.99
3. It doesn’t suit Ed Harbinger’s character.9
4. An eccentric artist.9
5. Pop-In Jay is impressed with Harbinger’s home but senses some
kind of deception.99
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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Chapter 7
1. Little boys dream of becoming firemen. The fire brigade brings out
the child in him.99
2. “… made him stand there gasping like a fish out of its depths.” 99
3. He thinks Ed Harbinger is dishonest.9 He doesn’t believe that an
ordinary newspaper editor can afford enough money to buy the
building and the furnishings. He also does not believe that he
inherited his wealth.99
4. He is not used to much and feels at home in the fourth room because
it is simple and sincere. The other rooms make him feel
uncomfortable.99
5. He is happy.9
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 8
1. Harbinger seems to be natural and unsophisticated. He doesn’t seem
to have attained much learning and lacks the manners, culture or
refinement that comes with money.99
2. Fluff is more fibrous; ‘balls of fluff’. Dust is light and a fine grain.99
3. No. Stereotypically, women prefer using incense.99
4. Yes. “He admired the reflection of his own sartorial splendour.”99
5. The street names tell you what kind of shops or businesses can be
found there, e.g. Fleet Street: newspapers; Salsa Street: restaurants
(sauces); Teach Street: schools.99
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 9
1. A Monday morning is usually busy after the quiet weekend. The
evening is quiet too because people are tired (getting back into the
routine of the ‘first day of the week’). They prefer to dine out on
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Friday evenings and Saturdays. However, in Comport it is quite the
opposite. The streets are quiet in the morning and the town comes
alive at night.99
2. He doesn’t like being late. He becomes impatient when he cannot
find a parking space near the restaurant and is relieved to find that
after all the effort he is not too late.99
3. He likes to eat and finds it difficult to make a choice.99
4. Harbinger refers to the paper as being less successful and money
irrelevant. Yet his house speaks of wealth and success.99
5. He has a simple outlook upon life. He is satisfied with his life.9
6. Pomp has empathy for women who are upset or hurt.9 (His mother
as a poor and single working parent may have left a lasting
impression on him that women need to be protected or helped.)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 10
1. He changes the subject.9 It is possible that he wants to avoid the
topic. Also, it is possible that upon returning home he sees Poppy
Cock arriving and does not want to talk about the previous night’s
events in front of Poppy Cock Pooh-Bah.99
2. He seems to be cheerful and in a good mood. He “chirped”.99
3. He doesn’t like or trust Poppy Cock. 9
4. When something is hermetically sealed, it is closed tightly; it is
airtight. The topic is thus protected or kept safe from prying
minds.99
5. He feels guilty for not trusting Harbinger.9
6. He goes to Lacy Purse with an idea that he thinks may help her.9
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 11
1. A shrill cry. 9 A crashing noise. 9 A thud. 9 Silence. 9
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2. He doesn’t like the sight of blood. 9
3. It has spots and patches of paint all over it.9
4. It gives the effect that he pauses between his flight of fantasy and
reality (white steed …white flivver).99
5. He helps Pop-In Jay by showing him the way to the clinic.9
6. If he wants to be the mayor, he will have to work with Poppy Cock.9
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 12
1. He wants to show the little official that he is superior to him. To him,
Poppy Cock is an unimportant person.99
2. a. Poppy Cock likes being in control. He doesn’t trust others and
prefers to do things on his own.99
b. He respects Pop-In Jay and wants to impress him. He is a
perfectionist who hates making mistakes.99
3. Pop-In Jay wonders why Poppy Cock bothers to ask for his opinion.
The size of the fountain was predetermined by the little official prior to
their meeting.99 (The word expenditure also infers expenses. A big
fountain would cost a lot of money.)
4. Poppy Cock likes big things and Pop-In Jay Pomp is a big man.99
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 13
1. He has eaten, feels tired and it is hot.99
2. “Stirring his stumps…”99
3. The rooms need to be painted and her furniture is old.99 The rooms
where she works and keeps her paintings are messy and smell
strongly of paint and turpentine.99
4. Short and fat with a large stomach (belly).99
5. He suffers from claustrophobia and doesn’t like small spaces.99
6. She has a lot of wealth but she is not materialistic.99
7. Tired. 9
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TOTAL MARKS : 15
Chapter 14
1. He cannot say no to food. 99
2. After the decision about an expensive fountain, he doesn’t want
Harbinger to think that – as their new mayor – he is throwing their
money about. 99
3. “Harbinger wiped his sullen mouth with a napkin and watched Pop-In
Jay carefully.” 99
4. He has been trying to convince Lacy for almost a year to open an art
gallery with no success. 99
5. He is in love with Lacy. “consumed with emotion”. 99
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 15
1. Poppy Cock Pooh-Bah. The small man likes big things.99
2. Answers:
a. No. Colonel Blimp would have made all these decisions by
himself.99
b. Pop-In Jay thinks that Poppy Cock being a small man, liked big
things. Perhaps Blimp is a small man hiding behind a similar
inferior complex.99
3. A fly is an irritating insect and because Pop-In Jay doesn’t like Poppy
Cock, his presence seemingly irritates him.99
4. Pop-In Jay is a big man who doesn’t like confined spaces like Lacy’s
kitchenette.9 He also has big aspirations for his future.9 The office
suits his physical and emotional needs.9
5. “In the left corner a round table with four chairs sat waiting in great
anticipation for Conference.”99
6. He is the first mayor ever to arrive in Comport as successor to Blimp.
The people are very excited to see their new mayor.99
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TOTAL MARKS : 15
Chapter 16
1. The people who work at the municipal offices are standing outside
the door looking at their new mayor.99
2. He wants to make a beeline for the elevator and escape from the
sudden pressure he is experiencing.99
3. The town seems to be small and has one traffic officer yet, there are
so many people working in the municipal building.99
4. He finds it difficult to imagine attending the inauguration or being
officially appointed as the mayor of Comport. He doesn’t have the
confidence to see himself as a mayor – after all, what does he know
about being a mayor?99
5. Sleep. Perhaps when he wakes up he will find it has all been a very
strange dream.99
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 17
1. The air at the top of the mountain. 9
2. He is awoken by the presence of someone next to his bed. 9
3. Like the system of a rocket that launches a spacecraft, Pop-In Jay is
ready to jet out of his bed.99
4. He doesn’t like the idea of ghosts and poltergeists pouncing
about.99
5. Lacy.9
6. False. At the Grille House, he sees Lacy, “a phantom-like figure in
white with flaps of flowing gown fluttering behind her as she flounced
towards the door.”99
7. “He simply supposed it was Lacy”.9
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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Chapter 18
1. Ed Harbinger and Lacy Purse live in the old fair-faced fire brigade,
which belongs to her.9 She lives in the West Wing, which is a small
corridor that is barely furnished.9 He lives in luxury in the rest of her
building.9 She comes out at night to dust and clean.9 They have
neither met nor spoken to each other.9
2. A bon-bon.9
3. Any TWO of the following:99
-

she doesn’t sleep very well at night;

-

she feels it is her duty, as a woman and the owner, to clean the
place;

-

she wants to show her gratitude for the way Harbinger looks after
her possessions;

-

any other suggestions made by the learners that render suitable.

4. It seems as if the position may cause him a lot of trouble because he
doesn’t know what it entails.99
5. He is on his way to the coast to inherit his father’s business.99
6. Curmudgeon.9
7. No.9 His father did not care about him. Pop-In Jay’s uncle who is
involved in the business probably would have inherited it.99
8. He believes he is able to make a success of himself without the help
of his father’s name or business.99
9. Porcelain Piece has been appointed to assist him.9
10. Poppy Cock says that those who work together stick together yet, he
prefers to work independently.9
TOTAL MARKS : 20
Chapter 19
1. Monday starts off as a sunny and warm morning. Tuesday is
described as being sultry, which is very hot and humid.99
2. Quoted words and explanations:
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-

“wearisome”: the heat is draining Pop-In Jay’s strength and
energy.9

-

“evaporate”: just like the early morning mist evaporates in the
warmth of the sun, the welcoming committee disappear.9

-

“wade” – the impression of walking through shallow water could
suggest that Pop-In Jay is perspiring as he sits through the
meeting.9

3. They are discussing the newly named Sweet Street as well as the
signs that have to be made for it, and they are looking at the plans
and costs for the new fountain.99
4. He doesn’t want to offend Poppy Cock on his first day as mayor.99
5. He wants to impress her, so she brings out the best of his creativity /
thinking powers.9
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 20
1. He wonders if her invitation is premeditated because there is a readymade plate of pasta waiting for them.99
2. Dido’s husband was killed by her brother. Similarly, Privy Purse’s
brother was responsible for the death of Privy’s fiancé. Privy wants to
leave Comport just like Dido who fled from her own country.99
3. It is possible that Lacy fears once Privy leaves town, like Dido, she
will commit suicide.99
4. Lacy tells him that Privy admires him. Whether this is true or not, it is
apparent that Lacy herself admires Pop-In Jay Pomp.99
5. It fore-shadows the relationship that Pop-In Jay Pomp will have with
Privy Purse. They both have suffered loss and are afflicted with
loneliness.99
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 21
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1. Literally, he doesn’t like the forest. He prefers a sunny open area.9
Figuratively, the forest connotes the whole and the trees would mean
details. Pop-In Jay doesn’t worry about the bigger picture. He doesn’t
care for superfluous details either.9
2. The hill where the fire brigade building is doesn’t have trees. It is built
in an open and clear space allowing visitors to see the town on the
one side and the valley on the other side.9 The hill at Forever Forest
is covered with trees making it impossible to see the landscape
surrounding it.9
3. Open ended question: any answer that would be suitable like traffic,
noise, financial or relationship problems, routines, etc.

ALLOCATE ONE

MARK PER REASON.99

4. She has isolated herself from a social life. After work she goes home
where she can hide from people. Her neighbours are a relative
distance from her and the trees give her a sense of security; she is
hidden from view.99
5. His confidence starts to wane. 9 Possible reasons are that
-

he feels drawn to her;

-

he is uncertain about how she will receive him;

-

he senses her need to be left alone.
ALLOCATE ONE MARK FOR A SUITABLE REASON.

9
TOTAL MARKS : 10

Chapter 22
1. A cold and daunting wind starts to blow. Perhaps for the first time in
his life he feels uncomfortable with what he is doing.99 (He may feel
intimidated because he’s not on neutral ground. Privy Purse appears
to be a very private person.)
2. She looks tired and worn out – perhaps because of the façade she
hides behind in public (pretending to be rude and indifferent so that
everyone will keep their distance); her appearance shows that she is
affected by the day’s work and her emotional suffering.99
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3. He may be attracted to Privy Purse.9 “… a strange feeling in his
stomach ….”99
4. She is serene.9
5. Yes. She suggests a dinner date.99
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 23
1. No. 9 He wakes up unable to sleep because of the heat. The day is
described as being torrid.99
2. Literally: The day was boiling hot. 9
Figuratively: Pop-In Jay’s fourth day in Comport was starting to affect
him emotionally. 9 (He is at a fork road in his life: the obligation to his
father and inheritance versus the position of mayor in Comport.)
3. Pop-In Jay will have to disguise their insignificance and make Poppy
Cock believe that they are in effect very, very important.99
4. Before eleven o’clock. 9
5. This is possibly the first time Pop-In Jay has fallen in love. He may
still be battling with his feelings of being unworthy.99 (Pop-In Jay
has not yet come to terms with the fact that his father has passed
away and that he has inherited a lot of money.)
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 24
1. Exceptional;9 executive;9 excelled;9 extraordinary authority.9
2. In a warm and good-hearted way.99
3. It pleases her.9
4. He speaks about her brother and this upsets her.9
5. - She doesn’t want to talk about her brother or the accident.
- She is upset because Lacy has talked to him about the accident.
- She thinks he is there because he feels sorry for her. She doesn’t
want his sympathy.
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ALLOCATE ONE MARK FOR ANY TWO SUITABLE REASONS.99

TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 25
1. A strong and icy wind that pulls his little car from one side of the road
to the other.9
2. He believes it is his weight that is keeping the flivver on the road.9
3. “wrestled” 9
4. It is green with an abundance of plants and trees.9 There is a cool
and gentle breeze blowing.9 A river flows alongside the road and
eventually broadens into a wider pool.9 There is a variety of birds.9
There is a path, which he can follow next to the river.9
5. He no longer finds the birds irritating. He has become more
tolerant.99
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 26
1. She panics. She cannot handle pressure.99
2. They possibly stopped at the Petty Bourgeoise to make enquiries
about Pop-In Jay Pomp.9
3. Ed Harbinger is a warm, informal and jovial character. The lawyers
are serious and formal.99
4. No. They are exactly the same as he thought Ed Harbinger was when
he first met him: a ‘stuffed shirt’ and the epitome of selfassurance.99 (When he got to know Harbinger better, he realized
that he wasn’t as formal and serious as he first appeared to be.)
5. According to family tradition, Pop-In Jay has to commit himself9 to
his father’s business 9 for six months. 9
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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Chapter 27
1. The chapter consists of only one paragraph. 9 It emphasises that the
lawyers are waiting and the reader too has to wait. It builds
anticipation.99
2. The reader stands with Pop-In Jay Pomp at the crossroad.9 The
reader expects Pop-In Jay to leave because of the testament but
hopes that he will stay in Comport.99
3. The people in Comport are well-disciplined (hence the name
Comport) and well-organised. Not knowing where their mayor is
makes them panic.99
4. His contributions to society would include chivlary9, preservation of
the Briton’s way of life 9and romance. 9
5. He is equally gallant9, wants to preserve Comport9 (Chapter Four:
After the encounter with Comport’s town councillors, he was candidly
convinced that Providence had opened a door for him) and he brings
some romance into the story. 9
6.

ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FOR ONE MARK 9

x

To never do outrage nor murder

x

Always to flee treason

x

To by no means be cruel but to give mercy unto him who asks for
mercy

x

To always do ladies, gentlewomen and widows succor

x

To never force ladies, gentlewomen or widows

x

Not to take up battles in wrongful quarrels for love or worldly
goods

Source of answer:
Wikipedia; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knights_of_the_Round_Table

TOTAL MARKS : 15
Chapter 28
1. The book starts with an adventurous tone, quick and flowing. In this
chapter it has slowed down; it has a sad tone.9
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“… the waning warmth of the afternoon sun …” 9
2. Emulating the first chapter, the story leaves the reader with the sense
that the end is near. The story is preparing for the dénouement (final
resolution).99
3. - Privy goes to Lacy to see if Pop-In Jay is there. Perhaps Privy feels
jealous of their relationship, which could either be another or the real
reason why she asked Pop-In Jay to leave her office.99
- Poppy Cock goes to the town hall because Pop-In Jay mentioned
the sign. He may be more concerned with the sign than finding PopIn Jay.99
- Harbinger goes to the Punch Bar and Diner. He is the only one who
has shown a selfless interest in Pop-In Jay; he knows how important
food is to Pop-In Jay.99
- Pollyanna Pop-Up is pleased with Pop-In Jay’s choice of a name for
Sweet Street and starts there. The Petty Bourgeois is perfectly
positioned to visit first.99
- Porcelain Piece stays in the office. She prefers to keep everything
under control rather than run around looking for what may seem to be
a needle in a haystack. She works hard and likes orderliness.99
4. He doesn’t think it is anything serious; the councillors have a way of
making trivial matters seem very important.9
TOTAL MARKS : 15
Chapter 29
1. Damocles was in awe of the power and happiness the king had. He
did not know about the fears and worries the king experienced.9
Pop-In Jay Pomp is about to embark on a six-month journey that will
constantly bring his fears and concerns to the foreground.9 His
happiness will be under constant threat until he has decided what to
do.9
2. He does not know about the six month trial period.9
3. Perhaps he is looking for a loophole to escape the family tradition.9
4. He tries to be optimistic and coaxes Pop-In Jay.99
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5. Both characters know that only time will tell whether Pop-In Jay
Pomp will return to Comport. 9
6. It is an informal term for a helpful and reliable person.99
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 30
1. He was three years old.9
2. a. “madness” 9
b. “lovely” 9
c. “intriguing” 9
d. “fabulous” 9
3. It is a life filled with figurative spots and blotches, the marks being
many different emotions. It means an emotionally difficult life.99
4. “He had spent four days in Comport and they had been the best
days, thus far, of his entire life.” 99
5. Poppy Cock Pooh-Bah. 9
TOTAL MARKS : 10
Chapter 31
1. He is optimistic like Harbinger and believes that he will return.99
2. He is amazed by the beauty of the sunset. He is captivated by the
magnificent view of the coastline and the entire city.99
3. No. Pop-In Jay grew up in the country and lived in poverty. The city
will offer many comforts and challenges that Pop-In Jay will enjoy.99
4. He may look down upon the little town and its people as he did when
he first arrived in Comport. 9 He described
-

Poppy Cock as being a small and foolish official;

-

Pollyanna Pop-Up as an inquisitive bag of bones and a typical
flibbertigibbet.

-

Ed Harbinger as a dull and unpolished newsman.

-

Privy Purse as having a smarmy attitude, one that he did not like.
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ALLOCATE ONE MARK FOR AN EXAMPLE OF CHARACTER. 9

5. Open answer. 99
Pop-In Jay should return to Comport because … OR
Pop-In Jay should stay in the city because …
TOTAL MARKS : 10
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PART THREE
MOTIVATIONAL THEMES
When we look at people and the way they relate and react with others,
we become acquainted with positive and negative attributes of their
personality.
Children need to learn to evaluate their own personality from a young
age. They should look at the variety of attributes that they already have
and work at strengthening the good qualities such as integrity, courage,
loyalty and honesty, while correcting bad behaviour.
When we read about the old fair faced fire brigade building, we realise
that a lot of renovation must have taken place to turn it into a dwelling
place. It must have required more than just a few layers of paint. Proper
renovation would mean that certain parts inside the building would have
been changed and certain features included, like the metallic kitchen.
Also, structural defects would have been fixed.
This is much the same with renovating our personality. We want to
strengthen, change and fix ourselves to enhance who we are.
The question to ask a child is: What kind of person do you want to be? It
is important to identify the good and undesirable qualities of our
personality. Many people say: “Accept me as I am,” or “This is the way I
am.” They believe that they cannot change.
The important thing to understand is that we are who we are because of
our past. When we look at our background, environment, home, culture
and many other influential aspects, we realise that we have been
moulded and programmed to be who we are. The fascinating thing about
the human mind is that it can be changed.
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To change for the better is good. We spend so many hours giving
attention to hygiene, beauty and fashion that we forget to attend to the
inner person.
Pop-In Jay Pomp is a pompous character. He has a misguided idea that
he is superior to others. As the story develops, we see a change in his
character. He learns to be more accommodating and likeable.
The human flaws in Pop-In Jay Pomp and other characters have been
highlighted and discussed in this part of the book. At the end of each
discussion a verse from the Bible has been used to strengthen the
message.
Using Bible verses to compliment the discussions will help young ones to
realise the value of reading the Bible. Some see the Bible as a book of
history and others view it as a book of ethics. In reality, the Bible is our
manual to life.
All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, rebuking,
correcting and training in righteousness, so that the man of God may be
thoroughly equipped for every good work. 2 Timothy 3:16-17
When we read from the Bible, we see God’s excellent qualities of power,
justice, wisdom and love. We start recognizing the potential we have of
putting these qualities into practice by allowing His Holy Spirit to operate
in our lives. In the end, we clothe ourselves with the personality of which
God approves.
You were taught, with regard to your former way of life, to put off your old
self, which is being corrupted by its deceitful desires; to be made new in
the attitude of your minds; and to put on the new self, created to be like
God in true righteousness and holiness. – Ephesians 4:22-24.
May this book be as inspiring as the story of Pop-In Jay Pomp and bring
each and every one who reads it great blessings in life.
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter One: The Petty Bourgeois
Self-determination
Pop-In Jay Pomp arrives in a little town called Comport. The town’s
name means ‘to conduct or behave in a particular manner’.
Pop-In Jay Pomp wants independence. He arrives in Comport on a
Monday morning and his curiosity keeps him in the little town until he is
forced to leave at the end of the week. Pop-In Jay is faced with the
choice of leaving or standing up and rebelling against the forces that
keep him from independence. On the scale of the universe, his actions
will seem rather insignificant but the consequences will affect him for the
rest of his life. Pop-In Jay Pomp is well aware of this; he is a wise man.
In life we are given a vast array of choices, much like the petit fours from
which Pop-In Jay could choose to eat. We may think that having such a
wide variety of choices will lead to greater satisfaction and happiness.
This is not true. The road that leads to satisfaction and happiness does
not lie in the amount of choices we have but in learning to make the best
choice from those that are presented to us.
Instead of being rebellious and self-serving, we should ask ourselves
how our choices and decisions will affect our relationship with the people
around us, especially our relationship with God. Our Creator knows what
is best for us. He knows why we are here on earth. If we turn to our Life
Manual, the Bible, and make decisions based on what the Bible teaches
us, we will learn to make decisions of conscience. These decisions
always have positive consequences.
So whether you eat or drink or whatever you do, do it all for the glory of
God. – 1 Corinthians 10:31
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Two: The Small Gathering of Townspeople
Haughtiness
Pop-In Jay Pomp was raised by his mother in the countryside. He had a
childhood of hardship and poverty. Being blessed with intelligence and
insight, he grew to be an unappreciative young man.
Pop-In Jay Pomp wants more than life can give him. This makes him
presumptuous, proud and determined to achieve more than the ordinary.
He feels that he is superior to others. Trapped in an over-weight body,
Pop-In Jay is unable to boast with his physical appearance. Therefore,
he relies much on his intelligence. Believing himself to be inordinate, he
tends to find others unworthy and behaves in an arrogant way.
When he sees a group of people across the street discussing something
of significance, his curiosity leads him to join them with a haughty
attitude. As the group of people introduce themselves, Pop-In Jay reacts
judgmentally towards them.
Living our lives inevitably means that we will interact with different people
on a daily basis. Our respect for these people and reputation walk hand
in hand. When we are puffed-up with pride about ourselves, we will not
be able to maintain good relationships with others.
Our Creator is a potter and we are the clay. When we have a humble
spirit we make ourselves pliable: soft and easy to mould. Through
reading the Bible and applying God’s Word in our daily lives, we remain
malleable in His hands. We learn not to please ourselves but God.
Yet, O LORD, you are our Father. We are the clay, you are the potter;
we are all the work of your hand. – Isaiah 64:8
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Three: To Name a Street
Disparagement
Pop-In Jay Pomp is truly amazed to hear that the most important street
in the little town has no name. It is merely referred to as the main street.
He takes it upon himself to find a name for the street.
He cannot think of a suitable name without inspiration. When Porcelain
Piece smiles at him he tells the people that their incuriosity stumps them.
He then gives the street a plain and uncomplicated name. The simplicity
is a derogative attempt at showing them how like-minded and simple
they are. He awards them with a putty medal (praising their
worthlessness).
Pride prompts us to belittle others. We may find it easy to insult them by
name-calling. This is nothing less than verbal abuse. Elevating ourselves
and making derogatory remarks about others doesn’t make us powerful.
In effect, it’s a sign of weakness.
We have been given the gift of language, which in turn makes
communication possible. Being imperfect, we tend to say and do things
that hurt others. The use of insults, cursing, obscene language and any
other form of abusive verbal attack on a person's character or name can
never be justified. People who lack self-discipline find it difficult to
restrain their words.
The Bible encourages us to speak beneficially. By reading and
meditating on Scriptures, we can implant the Word of God in our minds.
Do not let any unwholesome talk come out of your mouths, but only what
is helpful for building others up according to their needs, that it may
benefit those who listen. – Ephesians 4:29
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Four: The Punch Bar and Diner
Prejudice
Ed Harbinger invites Pop-In Jay Pomp to stay at his house until he is
able to find a place of his own. Pop-In Jay is surprised at Harbinger’s
receptive gesture.
He realises that he is being treated differently because of who Harbinger
believes him to be. Harbinger is under the impression that Pop-In Jay
Pomp is the new mayor, sent to Comport by a certain Colonel Blimp.
Pop-In Jay’s status and acquaintance with Blimp are the only reasons for
Harbinger’s hospitality.
If we are treating people – especially strangers – in the same way, we
may need to make a few adjustments in our way of thinking. We cannot
accept strangers into our circle of acquaintances merely because they
have a specific status, like intelligence, money, popularity, religion, etc. If
we are being prejudice, we are not imitating our Creator.
Jesus Christ had a keen interest to help all kinds of people. When there
are new-comers in our town, neighbourhood or school, we should reach
out and be hospitable. Our intentions should be to make people feel
welcome and not cast them aside.
When we show humble and hospitable qualities, we are reflecting the
viewpoint of our Creator. There is good in all people and if we seek to
find it, we will not only enhance their good attributes but also our own.
… God does not show favouritism. – Acts 10:34
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Five: A Fountain of Honour
Anger
Poppy Cock Pooh-Bah is livid. He cannot control his anger because of a
recurring problem that seemingly has no solution. He is upset because a
lot of effort has been put into the matter. Unfortunately, the solutions that
are found aren’t lasting and this infuriates him even more.
In life we may become angry when faced with obstacles. There are no
guarantees that these problems will be simple. We may even have
unrealistic expectations whilst dealing with our problems. Failure in
solving them evokes strong emotions.
Our goal when looking for solutions is to find the best outcome for the
problem. When we are angry, it is difficult to think clearly or to accept the
suggestions that others may have. We need to be in control of our
feelings and thoughts. Only then will we be successful in our attempts to
find solutions.
In order to control anger we should learn to control our thoughts. We
need to set realistic goals and accept our limitations, preparing ourselves
for the possibility of failure. Anger is often caused by impatience. If we
can learn to be patient and calm when facing problems, we may find an
inner strength to deal with our problems more easily.
We cannot expect perfect solutions through imperfect efforts, and anger
cannot perfect us.
… for man's anger does not bring about the righteous life that God
desires. – James 1:20
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Six: The Old Fair Faced Fire Brigade
Materialism
Pop-In Jay is surprised at the rich display of furniture, art and antique
ornaments in the fire brigade building. The place is completely out of
character with Ed Harbinger. The building may seem to be a more
suitable home for Pop-In Jay Pomp.
Having been raised in poverty, it is easy to understand why Pop-In Jay
would want material possessions like an expensive car or an
ostentatious home. Materialism is a powerful magnet in life. Many young
ones make it their goal in life to become wealthy so that they can live in
comfort.
Having a lot of money and possessions may seem to be the perfect
picture for happiness and satisfaction. Unfortunately, pursuing wealth
complicates life. It also affects our health: mentally, physically and
spiritually.
Life is about more than having expensive and fashionable possessions.
We live to love and learn, and we do this through our appreciation for the
basic things with which we are provided:

the beauty of nature, a roof

over our heads, comfortable clothing, food on the table, the warmth of
family and friends, the blessings of health, and the opportunities to
praise and serve our Creator.
Many people work very hard to provide for their family but true success
lies in knowing what their family really needs: simplicity.
Yet when I surveyed all that my hands had done and what I had toiled to
achieve, everything was meaningless, a chasing after the wind; nothing
was gained under the sun. – Ecclesiastes 2:11
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Seven: The East Wing
Dishonesty
Ed Harbinger appears to be rich. Having been deprived of material
luxury, Pop-In Jay Pomp feels uncomfortable in the East Wing. It is
difficult for Pop-In Jay Pomp to believe that a simple newspaper editor
can afford the fire brigade building and such ostentatious possessions. It
makes him suspicious of Harbinger’s character.
There is nothing wrong with being wealthy. Some people inherit money
and there’s no sin in that. The problem lies in the love people have for
money and their determination to be rich. Many people are so obsessed
to have a lot of money that they will go to great lengths to become rich.
People who are desperate to gain things in life, not necessarily money,
compromise their honesty. Their greed becomes insatiable and they
learn to be deceitful. Small acts of cheating grow into enormous
schemes that could lead to prison or death.
When we are involved in a long-standing practice of wrong-doing, we
learn to live without conscience. In the beginning we feel guilty but later
on, as our acts of deceit continue and form a pattern, we accept what we
do as a way of life. It becomes more difficult to change. It becomes more
difficult to escape the web of deceit.
The Bible shows us that our actions have outcomes. Everything we do in
life eventually catches up with us and then we have to deal with the
consequences. That is why we should cherish honesty and preserve a
clean conscience.
… A man reaps what he sows. – Galatians 6:7
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Eight: Upstairs at Harbinger’s
Pretentiousness
Pop-In Jay Pomp finds the upper floor as luxurious as the rest of the fire
brigade building, with the exception of the fourth bedroom. Ed Harbinger
lives in wealth. Pop-In Jay Pomp finds Harbinger’s house rather startling.
People love beautiful things and there is nothing wrong in wanting to
have beautiful or expensive possessions. The question that we should
ask ourselves is: What message am I sending out into the world?
The answer lies in modesty. The problem with excessiveness is that it
leads to pretentiousness. This is a very unflattering characteristic of PopIn Jay Pomp’s personality. He demands distinction or merit, where none
is justified. His behaviour is extravagant and ostentatious, much like the
furnishings in Harbinger’s house. Harbinger, on the other hand, is a
modest man. He is unpretentious by disposition. He doesn’t attract
attention to himself or his possessions by trying to be someone or
something he is not.
We can pretend to be who we’re not and fool the world as far as
possible, but in the end we fool ourselves. The quality and quantity of the
things we have do not make us better people. We have to learn to be
comfortable with who we are, accepting ourselves as unique individuals
who have the right to co-exist amongst other unique individuals.
God looks beyond our possessions and outward appearances. He looks
at the inner person and the heart.
The LORD does not look at the things man looks at. Man looks at the
outward appearance, but the LORD looks at the heart. – 1 Samuel 16:7
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Nine: At the Grillé House
Greed
Ed Harbinger tells Pop-In Jay Pomp that the newspaper in town does not
bask in success. He doesn’t mean that the business is a failure because
he is able to make ends meet. He says: “…money is irrelevant. I drink. I
eat. I’m happy.”
Many people live life with the basic essentials whilst others strive to
accumulate great wealth. Those that do not have wealth learn to live life
being satisfied and satisfaction leads to happiness.
When we are dissatisfied, we end up striving for impossible dreams. We
will always find ourselves wanting something bigger, better, faster or
stronger. Chasing the dream can lead to great sacrifices, the greatest
being happiness.
The problem many youths experience is that they allow the world to
shape their thoughts. Advertisements make people greedy. We don’t
need everything the world has to sell. If we cannot be satisfied with the
basic things in life, we will never be satisfied or happy.
If we truly want to enrich our lives we need to remember spiritual
treasures, which provide a secure investment for a happy future.
Do not store up for yourselves treasures on earth, where moth and rust
destroy, and where thieves break in and steal. But store up for
yourselves treasures in heaven, where moth and rust do not destroy,
and where thieves do not break in and steal. – Matthew 6:19-20
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Ten: The Harbinger Mystery
Distrust
Ed Harbinger doesn’t want to discuss the previous night’s events with
Pop-In Jay Pomp in the company of Poppy Cock Pooh-Bah. It gives us
the idea that he doesn’t trust Poppy Cock. Pop-In Jay Pomp too has
difficulty trusting Harbinger.
People who tend to be negative often find it difficult to trust others. They
even start to distrust themselves and start feeling that they are not good
enough. Distrust has an adverse effect on our relationships with the
people around us.
We cannot trust everybody. We need to be selective when choosing
people who are worthy of our trust. In order to find these people, we
have to be observant and look for people who manifest good attributes.
Trust is earned over a period of time. It’s not something we can learn to
do overnight.
The most important thing is to learn to change our personal outlook upon
life. Negativity breaks down. We need to feel positive about ourselves
and learn to accept ourselves for who we are. Once we learn to like who
we are, we build trust in ourselves and find happiness.
There is no harm in turning to God in prayer for help. He is worthy of our
trust.
Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean not on your own
understanding. – Proverbs 3:5
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Eleven: An Overmastering Idea
Insincerity
At the clinic Pop-In Jay feels that there is a huge deficit regarding good
company. He makes an effort to be nice to Poppy Cock because he
realises that they may have to work together when he officially becomes
the mayor of Comport.
In life we will find ourselves in many situations where we have to work
with people that we don’t know or like. To make our working relationship
a success we need to be sincere.
When we are sincere, we learn to show respect. We learn to speak to
and of others with consideration. Being kind and showing a sense of
compassion is necessary. It prevents us from becoming angry over little
things. It also helps so that we don’t feel more important than those with
whom we are working.
Being sincere in a working relationship means that we will learn to listen
to another’s point of view without jumping to conclusions or gossiping
about them behind their back. We will learn to keep quiet and to think
about the person and the issues with which we have to deal in a humble
way, without making that person look bad in the eyes of others.
One way to really be successful is to show appreciation. Everybody in
life wants to feel appreciated. Small gestures and expressions that show
we appreciate one another are very motivational.
My words come from an upright heart; my lips sincerely speak what I
know. – Job 33:3
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twelve: Learning to Like Poppy Cock
Condescension
Pop-In Jay Pomp has a condescending attitude and taunts Poppy Cock
Pooh-Bah. These are not very attractive personality traits.
Cruel taunting is a form of persecution. Many young ones suffer being
ridiculed at school. When we are the victims we need to take courage.
People who taunt others are bullies. They feel insecure and try to boost
their own image by criticizing and hurting others. The best thing that we
can do is to remain calm and show a sense of tolerance. Sometimes we
should laugh along with those who taunt and show them that their words
have no effect on us. If it doesn’t stop the harassment, we should speak
up. We can’t always remain quiet.
It may seem impossible to do but we should confront the bully and make
him aware of the fact that we know he or she has insecure feelings. If
we can do this and show that we care, it could steer the person in a new
direction. There is a saying that we should always remember: ‘Keep your
friends close and your enemies closer.’ We need to get to know those
who taunt us and try to strengthen some kind of bond with them. We
may not want to be friends with the enemy but if there is a possibility that
we can help them overcome their own securities, we will have achieved
much.
The least that will happen is that they will move on to find another victim.
So in everything, do to others what you would have them do to you …. –
Matthew 7:12
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Thirteen: Speaking to Lacy
Nosiness
Pop-In Jay Pomp enters Lacy’s home while she is away. Whilst sneaking
down the corridor, he remembers Harbinger saying that privacy is
priceless. This makes Pop-In Jay return to the front door to leave. He is
almost caught red-handed.
There is nothing wrong with being curious. Curiosity impels people to
discover many interesting things in life. Having our curiosity piqued by
people or places is often exciting and informative. When curiosity gets
the better of us, we need to remember that there are limits to how we
react. If we are not careful, our curiosity can lead us into a situation of
mistrust.
People who are nosy often forget to respect the privacy of others.
Everyone in life needs their own personal space. We shouldn’t enter
that space, no matter how close we feel to a particular person. Good
examples at school of personal space are pencil cases, school bags and
lockers. We must also not forget that when we pry into another person’s
personal life, we are in effect intruding in their personal space. When
people prefer not to share personal information, it is their choice.
There are boundaries and we need to learn to respect others and their
privacy.
If we battle with nosiness, we should endeavour to keep busy because
it’s the idle brain that tends to pry and gossip.
Make it your ambition to lead a quiet life, to mind your own business and
to work with your hands …. – 1 Thessalonians 4:11
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Fourteen: All About an Art Gallery
Jealousy
Ed Harbinger has been trying to convince Lacy Purse to open an art
gallery for more than a year. Pop-In Jay Pomp comes to town and within
a few hours succeeds where Harbinger has failed. So it seems. Ed
Harbinger is jealous. He is in love with Lacy and resents the idea of PopIn Jay Pomp helping her.
Possessiveness and jealousy are not healthy traits to have in a
relationship. Jealousy can be harmful because it leads to anger; and
anger often leads to violence.
When we are young, we don’t always know how to control our feelings. It
is important to remember that jealousy can ruin a relationship. If we want
to be happy, we have to strive to put others ahead of ourselves. Modesty
helps us to always consider our friends and their feelings rather than our
own selfish desires. Life is not just about one person. Life is about
relationships and we need to support each other positively to make our
lives worthwhile.
Jealousy and anger can affect our health, and while we suffer the
consequences, our rivals may be oblivious to our predicament.
Our Creator doesn’t want us to be unhappy and ill. He wants us to have
the fruitage of His spirit: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness,
faithfulness, gentleness and self-control. If we can exercise these
qualities in our lives, it will bring us closer to the people around us and
closer to God.
A heart at peace gives life to the body, but envy rots the bones. –
Proverbs 14:30
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Fifteen: The Mayor’s Office
Pride
Ed Harbinger wants Pop-In Jay Pomp to spend some time in the mayor’s
office on his own. He refers to it as Pop-In Jay’s office. Poppy Cock does
not like what is happening.
Poppy Cock may feel unhappy with the idea of a stranger coming to
Comport as their mayor. Perhaps he had ideals of being the mayor
himself. Unfortunately there are no democratic elections in Comport. If
Poppy Cock were suitable, Colonel Blimp would have considered him for
the position.
There will be times when we feel disappointment because we are
overlooked for a position. It may be a position on a sports team, for a
cultural organisation or as leader for a council at school. Many times
young people are so full of themselves that they tend to promote their
own strengths, skills and accomplishments, raising their self-esteem to
such a level that they expect to be nominated for a position long before
the position becomes available.
There is nothing wrong in taking pride in our accomplishments or with
sharing these accomplishments with our friends and family. The problem
lies in how we present ourselves to the world. Self-glorification can never
be justified and may have an adverse effect on our relationships with
others, especially those who aren’t close to us.
What we see as an outstanding accomplishment in ourselves, may
appear ordinary to others.
So if you think you are standing firm, be careful that you don’t fall! –
1 Corinthians 10:12
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Sixteen: Pop-In Jay’s Entourage
Indecisiveness
Pop-In Jay Pomp needs to make a decision about his future. He has to
choose between his inheritance and the position of mayor in Comport.
Pop-In Jay does not want to take up the responsibility of his father’s
business at the coast. He harbours a lot of negative feelings towards his
father who had been absent throughout his life. The position as mayor is
removed from his father’s name. It is a position Pop-In Jay has managed
to acquire on his own.
Making a decision is not always easy. We may find ourselves struggling
with various choices. Often we end up procrastinating before turning to
someone else to make the decision on our behalf. Dealing with a
decision that will have a long term effect on our lives is the most difficult
of all.
It is important to remember that making a decision will always involve
taking risks and making sacrifices. Either way, the choice we make will
not have perfect advantages.
The thing to do is to minimize stress by making a list of all the
possibilities or advantages. Then we need to commit ourselves to
making a decision. Once the decision is made we need to support that
decision without second-guessing ourselves. There is no point in looking
back and thinking “I’ve made a mistake,” or “Maybe I should have .…”
It helps to be optimistic after the decision is made.
Whoever watches the wind will not plant; whoever looks at the clouds will
not reap. – Ecclesiastes 11:4
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Seventeen: A Good Night’s Rest at Harbinger’s
Fear
Pop-In Jay Pomp is a brave man. When necessary, he approaches or
confronts people and situations in a careful manner. In chapter
seventeen, he is awakened in the middle of the night by someone who is
sneaking around in his room. He instinctively waits instead of reacting.
When it seems safer, he gets up to investigate.
We live in a world where every living person experiences some kind of
fear. There are many different kinds and causes of fear. One of the
sources of our fear is violence and it is especially at night that we tend to
feel unsafe.
Fear affects the way we act. Many of our daily decisions are governed by
fear. Living with fear is very stressful. It can really ruin our health. We
must understand that fear will always be around. It has been with
mankind since the beginning of time. Even if we have faith in God we will
still experience fear and anxiety.
It is important that we learn to cope with fear and when necessary, face
our fears. The first thing to do is always to remain calm. We then need to
gather enough information to know what we are dealing with. Fear of
what might happen always seems much worse than the reality. Once
we’re informed, we can confront the situation one step at a time.
Talking about our fears helps. When there are no people around, we
should remain positive and never forget the power of prayer.
For I am the LORD, your God, who takes hold of your right hand and
says to you: Do not fear; I will help you. – Isaiah 41:13
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Eighteen: Snooping About
Self-doubt
Pop-In Jay Pomp’s mother left his father while Pop-In Jay was very
young. They left the coast and moved inland to live in the country. Pop-In
Jay’s mother was financially unable to offer him much throughout his life
and he never saw his father again.
His father’s preoccupation with business and money makes Pop-In Jay
hate him, his business and his name, Pomp.
Pop-In Jay does not allow his circumstances to rule over him. From a
very young age, he learns to challenge and rise above his
circumstances. He is able to bounce back from his parents’ divorce,
poverty and the knowledge that his father is alive but apathetic.
No matter what circumstances we face in life, we too can challenge and
rise above them. The first step we need to take is to get rid of all selfdoubt. We can do this by broadening our interests. Taking a keen
interest in people as well as school work and activities will help us to be
confident. It’s important to remember that negative people and activities
will not help us in achieving our goals.
We need to build confidence in our own strengths. We need to take pride
in being our own person eliminating bad habits and addictions. We
should especially learn not to imitate those around us.
In life, we should be so confident that we won’t allow people and
situations to rob us from investing in a good future.
Even a child is known by his actions, by whether his conduct is pure and
right. – Proverbs 20:11
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Nineteen: Bear and Forebear
Loneliness
Pop-In Jay Pomp does not try to impress Porcelain Piece with what he
has because he possesses nothing, so he tries to impress her with his
intelligence.

Why does Pop-In Jay Pomp feel the need to impress

people? He is lonely.
There are times in our lives when it is natural to feel lonely, even when
we have friends. True loneliness builds up from the inside. It is usually
triggered by a saddening event. In Pop-In Jay’s case, the sudden loss of
his father, a man he never knew, may have caused the loneliness.
There is nothing wrong in feeling lonely. If we focus on positive things,
our mind will absorb and accommodate the feeling of loneliness, which in
turn will make it less intense.
If we don’t want to feel lonely, we need to seek our strengths and reach
out to others. Nobody really knows how we feel, so the chances are they
won’t reach out to us. A positive direction to take is to focus less on our
own needs and show an interest in others.
It is important to control the way we react to our feelings of loneliness.
Trying to impress others is not the solution.
Each of you should look not only to your own interests, but also to the
interests of others. – Philippians 2:4
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty: A Lunch-Break At Noon
Embitterment
Privy Purse’s fiancé is killed in an accident. Her brother who was driving
the car at the time of the accident was drunk. The accident could have
been avoided.
Her brother survived the accident but she remains embittered towards
him. It is possible that her brother may have suffered physical pain after
the accident but far more devastating than the physical pain that he
suffered is the damage that has been done to his emotional welfare. He
will have to live with the pain of his conscience for the rest of his life.
When someone hurts us deeply by their actions, it is difficult to pretend
that nothing has happened. It is difficult not to hold deep resentment for
that person. It is also difficult to forgive and forget. If we decide to
forgive, such forgiveness takes a long time before the relationship is
restored.
In the Bible (Psalm 103:9-13) we read the following: He will not always
accuse, nor will He harbour His anger forever; He does not treat us as
our sins deserve or repay us according to our iniquities. For as high as
the heavens are above the earth, so great is His love for those who fear
Him; as far as the east is from the west, so far has He removed our
transgressions from us. As a father has compassion on his children, so
the LORD has compassion on those who fear Him.
We should imitate our heavenly Father and forgive those who have
caused us grief.
Bear with each other and forgive whatever grievances you may have
against one another. Forgive as the Lord forgave you. – Colossians 3:13
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-One: Popping In At Privy’s
Selfishness
After the death of her fiancé, Privy Purse retreats into the woods,
isolating herself from people but she continues to go to work because of
her responsibilities at the Bank of Comport.
When tragedy strikes, people react in different ways. One way is to
isolate themselves. There is a lot of value in solitude. As long as the
period of isolation is kept within bounds it can help us to clear our minds
and organise our priorities. It can also help us to concentrate.
When we use solitude to meditate about God and life, we learn to
appreciate God and we learn to draw closer to Him.
Privy Purse pursued solitude. When she lost her fiancé, she lost faith in
the law, her family, marriage and people in general. She turned inward to
herself. Unfortunately she isolated herself too much. Over a period of
time she became comfortable in her solitude. She became selfish and
insincere.
In life we need basic association with others so that we can
communicate and express our feelings, such as love. When we spend
too much time on our own, we tend to think only about ourselves.
A new command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so
you must love one another. By this all men will know that you are my
disciples, if you love one another. – John 13:34-35
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Two: Privy’s Place
Insecurity
Pop-In Jay Pomp feels a sense of insecurity as he waits at the gate to
Privy’s house. Perhaps, inadvertently, he is comparing himself with her.
Perhaps he feels unworthy to be visiting her.
His insecurities hurt because the comparison has hit close to home. He
may have realized the difference in their financial statuses. Of course,
being poor doesn’t mean that he is unworthy but the comparison from his
point of view can produce bad results if he dwells on it.
Our emotions are very powerful. They affect us greatly and motivate us
in the way we think and act. If we do feel insecure for whatever possible
reason, we should control the way we think and feel by focusing on
positive thoughts. Even if we have certain weaknesses, we have a
variety of strengths to which we can turn. When we learn to cope with
our weaknesses while tapping our strengths, we are building our
confidence.
We don’t need to feel insecure. God is willing to help us. We need to turn
to Him in prayer so that He will help us cope. He does not measure our
worth by comparing us with other imperfect people. He sees the heart.
He knows who we are and he knows all our shortcomings.
We should learn to be ourselves to the best of our ability and accept
others for who they are.
Each one should test his own actions. Then he can take pride in himself,
without comparing himself to somebody else …. – Galatians 6:4
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Three: The Bank of Comport
Deceit
Pop-In Jay Pomp doesn’t want to work with the trivial everyday issues.
He decides to make plans to start a campaign that would keep the trite
and commonplace things off of his busy schedule.
Pop-In Jay wants to work with the worthier matters. He believes that
through deceit, he will be able to convince Poppy Cock to take over all
the insignificant and trivial assignments. All he has to do is make Poppy
Cock believe the trivial matters are in effect very important.
As mayor, Pop-In Jay will have the authority to delegate the work that he
feels is less challenging. He doesn’t need to deceive people.
When we start deceiving and lying to people, we eventually become
entangled in the web of deceit. Once people detect deceit, they will lose
confidence in us. To safeguard our relationship with others, it is
important to always be honest. Honesty leads to stable and satisfying
relationships. It also helps us to enjoy a clean conscience and a good
reputation. Practicing truth means that we have to be honest, open and
genuine. We want people to know that when they approach us they can
trust us.
In the Bible we read that God does not lie (Titus 1:2). We should then be
eager to imitate the God of truth because there can be no long term
blessings for people who deceive.
Truthful lips endure forever, but a lying tongue lasts only a moment. –
Proverbs 12:19.
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Four: A Cauldron of Mixed Emotions
Resentment
Privy Purse does not want to hear of or discuss her brother. She doesn’t
like the idea that Pop-In Jay Pomp knows about him. Privy’s brother is
responsible for the death of her fiancé. Hating him makes it easier for her
to deal with the tragedy. She refuses to forgive him and harbours a
grudge against him.
When we bear grudges it has a detrimental affect on our relationship
with other people and God. The only way we can find inner peace is to
resolve our problem and then let it go. The longer we hold on to it, the
longer we remain miserable. We end up thinking over and over about it,
which prolongs our suffering.
We may not deal with something as tragic as the death of a loved one,
but in life there will always be people who offend us. When we are quick
to take offense and harbour grudges, it is a sign of haughtiness. When
we focus on everything that goes wrong in our lives, we do not gain
happiness from the things that are going well. We need to learn to be
patient. There is truth in the saying ‘time heals all wounds’.
The sacrifice of Jesus Christ opened up the way to life. Our appreciation
for the ransom should have a profound effect on how we deal with other
people in our lives. As imperfect Christians we should continue to glorify
God. We should continue to forgive just as He forgave us.
Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just as
in Christ God forgave you. – Ephesians 4:32
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Five: Time to Think
Impulsiveness
Pop-In Jay Pomp decides to go to the valley. He needs time to clear his
head. He has inherited his father’s fortune. After a life of hardship, he
finally has the wealth of which he has always dreamed.
So much has happened in the four days that he has been in Comport
and his mind is in turmoil. He has been given a job that he likes. He has
found a true friend in Ed Harbinger and he has fallen in love. Staying in
Comport seems to be the ideal answer to a happy future. Unfortunately,
once Pop-In Jay Pomp has access to his father’s money and he is
empowered by it, he will change. Being a mayor, having a genuine friend
and love may at first seem less significant, and should he choose to stay
in his father’s business, he will have to sacrifice the happiness he has
found in Comport.
Pop-In Jay is wise to go to the valley to think. He doesn’t make any
impulsive decisions. We don’t need to drive to a valley or climb a
mountain to think about our problems. We can find the time to think in
many quiet places, like at a library or in our bedroom. Finding time to be
alone is like making an appointment with ourselves. It is an opportunity
where we can figuratively speak and listen to ourselves.
It is important to engage in deep, concentrated thinking about life in
general, whether it entails relationships, past experiences, current
situations or future possibilities. With a calm mind differences are easily
resolved … solutions are easily found … decisions are easily made.
… whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is
pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is excellent
or praiseworthy—think about such things. – Philippians 4:8
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Six: At the Municipal Building
Indifference
His father’s testament specifically states that Pop-In Jay Pomp must
assume family responsibility, according to Pomp tradition. Pop-In Jay will
be given six months to decide whether or not he is to commit himself to
the family business in a permanent position.
While this offer may seem extremely considerate from a father who
showed nothing other than indifference and rejection, Pop-In Jay Pomp
may find it intimidating to fill his father’s shoes; he never knew the man.
Pop-In Jay may wonder how the business would utilise the adage ‘like
father, like son’.
Indifference is very hard to endure when it originates with family
members. It can weaken us physically and emotionally. It is a constant
battle that can eventually destroy our spirituality. Coping with indifference
from an indifferent father cannot be easy.
If we are suffering because of indifferent people, we can turn to our
heavenly Father. He truly cares about us and is eager to bestow
blessings upon us. We should reach out to Him.
We should never become so hard in life that we treat God with
indifference. In every day, time should be set aside for prayer and Bible
reading. When we read the Bible regularly we draw closer to our Father
in heaven and we find comfort in Him.
May our Lord Jesus Christ himself and God our Father, who loved us
and by his grace gave us eternal encouragement and good hope,
encourage your hearts and strengthen you in every good deed and word.
– 2 Thessalonians 2:16-17
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Seven: Waiting in the Mayor’s Office
Anxiety
The lawyers are waiting in the mayor’s office to see Pop-In Jay Pomp.
There is mayhem in the municipal building as everyone starts running
around looking for him.
The word comport means to behave well or properly. The people in
Comport are well-behaved and well-organised. Not knowing where their
mayor is makes them anxious. They are unprepared for this unusual
situation and panic.
When we think about an army, the word discipline comes to mind. Welldisciplined soldiers have to train rigorously to be effective on a battlefield. They wear the necessary camouflaged gear to protect them from
the enemy. Their knowledge of being well-prepared, for whatever lies
ahead, helps them to stay calm; they may be nervous and scared but
they know there is no time to panic.
We may be well-behaved and peaceful by nature but this doesn’t
guarantee a life without opposition or conflict. Unfortunately, we will
experience sudden attacks of pressure for which we are unprepared.
Just like the soldiers undergo rigorous training in order to survive, we
need to be trained spiritually to be prepared for the missiles of life.
Reading God’s word helps us to gain the necessary knowledge to
survive. Knowledge gives power. When we are spiritually strengthened,
we are armed with the mental disposition of Jesus Christ and thus
prepared to counter-attack.
A wise man has great power, and a man of knowledge increases
strength. – Proverbs 24:5
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Eight: Waiting in the Mayor’s Office
Self-interest
The town councillors are searching for Pop-In Jay Pomp. They each
have their own idea of where he might be found. Except for Ed
Harbinger, they are not really looking for Pop-In Jay Pomp. They are
serving their own self-interest.
For Privy, it’s an excuse to see her estranged sister and assess her
feelings for Pop-In Jay Pomp. Poppy Cock Pooh-Bah is concerned about
the sign at the town hall. Pollyanna Pop-Up prefers to avoid stress and
goes to the quaint little bakery, while Porcelain Piece remains where she
feels comfortable, in the office. Pop-In Jay Pomp himself is a man who is
more concerned with his own doings than those of others.
It is important that we learn to reach out beyond our circle of comfort. A
generous heart will help us to be more attentive to the needs of others.
There are so many people around us who need love, acceptance,
guidance,

consideration,

assistance,

encouragement,

support,

understanding … and the list goes on. We need to be responsive to their
needs without wanting something in return.
Do we really listen to others? We hear what they are saying but whilst
hearing, our thoughts are busy preparing a retaliation that will put our
words, stories, problems, experiences or ideas back in the foreground.
When we turn to God in prayer we want Him to listen to us and bless,
guide and help us. We should imitate our heavenly Father and listen to
those who turn to us.
The eyes of the LORD are on the righteous and his ears are attentive to
their cry. – Psalm 34:15
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Twenty-Nine: Off to Comport Square
Defiance
In Comport, Pop-In Jay Pomp has his own identity. In his father’s empire,
he will have to establish his own identity. He will be known as the son of
a successful businessman and because of his father’s prominence,
everyone will have high expectations of Pop-In Jay Pomp. He will have
to endeavour not to walk in the shadow of his father.
Pop-In Jay is rebellious. Comport seems to be the solution to his
problem. If he stays in the small town at the top of the mountain, he
won’t need to face his inheritance. Defiance on his part is perhaps his
way of dealing with the emotional pain and suffering his father has
caused him throughout his life but in the long run, being rebellious will
only hurt him more. Defiance or rebelliousness is a simple act of
disobedience that has profound implications.
It would be better for him to go to the city and commit himself to the
business for six months. Instead of looking for distance from family
tradition and his father’s business, he should learn from the strengths of
both. Doing so, he will learn to live with balanced expectations. He will
know exactly what the business offers him and be able to compare it with
the opportunities in Comport.
To experience joy and satisfaction in life we need to gain knowledge
about our abilities and circumstances, and then cultivate reasonable
expectations so that we don’t suffer from unnecessary disappointment
later on in life.
Let the wise listen and add to their learning, and let the discerning get
guidance. – Proverbs 1:5
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Thirty: On Friday
Disobedience
Leaving Comport, Pop-In Jay Pomp reflects on his stay in the little town.
He takes the time to think about the experience. Pop-In Jay truly wants
to stay in Comport but he wisely accepts the terms of the testament,
obeying his father’s wishes.
The world is full of disobedience. Nothing good is gained from being
disobedient. On the other hand, we cannot blindly do whatever we are
told. There are times when refusing to submit to authority is necessary.
When we distinguish between right and wrong and find ourselves in a
situation where our conscience tells us to say no, we need to take a
courageous stand against the person or people who expect us to do
wrong. This is not an act of disobedience.
When we talk about obedience, it means to dutifully comply with the
commands or instructions of someone who is in authority. Authority
comes from people like parents, uncles, aunts, grandparents, teachers,
principals, police officers and any other adult who has some kind of
authority over us.
If we ever find ourselves in a position where we are asked to do
something that we feel or know is wrong, we should take a firm stand not
to do it and then to tell someone we trust about it as soon as possible.
For wisdom will enter your heart, and knowledge will be pleasant to your
soul. Discretion will protect you, and understanding will guard you.
Wisdom will save you from the ways of wicked men … – Proverbs 2: 1012
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___________________________________________Pop-In Jay Pomp
Chapter Thirty-One: What Harbinger had Said
Discord
Parking his fluttering flivver in the waning warmth of the day’s sun, PopIn Jay climbs out and stretches his short stiff limbs. He is tired. It has
been a long journey but he has finally reached his destination. He walks
up to his uncle’s front door and knocks.
There is no indication that he is unhappy or defiant. Pop-In Jay has
made peace with the terms of the testament. He is ready to seize the
opportunity that he has been given. Pop-In Jay realises that he does not
have the freedom to choose what he wants to do. He has to do what his
deceased father wants him to do. It’s not a permanent arrangement and
so he decides to accept and cope with it for the next six months.
When we feel that our parents are too strict and give us very little
freedom, we must remember that life in itself is full of restrictions. There
are so many things that limit our freedom. It may be restrictions caused
by illness, financial setbacks or the people who are a part of our lives. No
matter what the restrictions are, nothing in life stays the same.
Everything changes. Eventually we will grow up and leave home … only
to find new restrictions.
We should learn to live with restrictions. This will help us to cope with
what we can do and stop being negative about what we can’t do. It will
also help us to become trustworthy. If we heed our parents’ restrictions,
they will learn to trust us and as we get older, we will be given more
leeway.
Whoever can be trusted with very little can also be trusted with much,
and whoever is dishonest with very little will also be dishonest with
much. – Luke 16:10
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